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Abstract 

A recently developed novel biomass fuel pellet, the Q’ Pellet, offers significant improvements 

over conventional white pellets, with characteristics comparable to those of coal. The Q’ Pellet was 

initially created at bench scale using a proprietary die and punch design, in which the biomass was 

torrefied in-situ and then compressed. To bring the benefits of the Q’ Pellet to a commercial level, it must 

be capable of being produced in a continuous process at a competitive cost.  

A prototype machine was previously constructed in a first effort to assess continuous processing 

of the Q’ Pellet. The prototype torrefied biomass in a separate, ex-situ reactor and transported it into a 

rotary compression stage. Upon evaluation, parts of the prototype were found to be unsuccessful and 

required a redesign of the material transport method as well as the compression mechanism.  

A process was developed in which material was torrefied ex-situ and extruded in a pre-

compression stage. The extruded biomass overcame multiple handling issues that had been experienced 

with un-densified biomass, facilitating efficient material transport. 

Biomass was extruded directly into a novel re-designed pelletizing die, which incorporated a 

removable cap, ejection pin and a die spring to accommodate a repeatable continuous process.  Although 

after several uses the die required manual intervention due to minor design and manufacturing quality 

limitations, the system clearly demonstrated the capability of producing the Q’ Pellet in a continuous 

process. 

Q’ Pellets produced by the pre-compression method and pelletized in the re-designed die had an 

average dry basis gross calorific value of 22.04 MJ/kg, pellet durability index of 99.86% and dried to 

6.2% of its initial mass following 24 hours submerged in water. This compares well with literature results 

of 21.29 MJ/kg, 100% pellet durability index and <5% mass increase in a water submersion test. These 

results indicate that the methods developed herein are capable of producing Q’ Pellets in a continuous 

process with fuel properties competitive with coal.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Carbon Emissions and the Changing Energy Sector 

“In recent decades, changes in climate have caused impacts on natural and human 

systems on all continents and across the oceans” [1]. With growing awareness of climate change, 

governing bodies around the world have introduced policy to transition energy systems to use 

renewable sources instead of fossil fuels [1]–[3]. When fossil fuels are combusted they produce 

carbon dioxide (CO2), water and release chemical energy. The chemical energy is converted into 

thermal energy and used directly as heat or with a device such as a turbine to perform mechanical 

work. The other products are released to the atmosphere as emissions, where one component, 

carbon dioxide, acts as a greenhouse gas (GHG). The rapid increase in atmospheric GHGs from 

the combustion of fossil fuels causes climate change with widespread negative consequences. The 

International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that 32,190 Mt of CO2 emissions were produced 

globally in 2013 from combustion of fuels, an increase of 16,675 Mt of CO2 from 1973 emissions 

[4]. Coal contributed 46% of the 2013 emissions, the highest of any other fuel consumed.  

Coal is widely used as a fuel in thermoelectric generation facilities. It was the source for 

41.3% of 23,322 TWh of worldwide generated electricity in 2013 [4]. Some climate change 

strategies include reducing the share of coal in the electricity supply mix by retiring coal facilities 

and expanding generation from renewable sources. In 2007, the Province of Ontario introduced 

legislation to retire all coal-fired generation facilities in an effort to reach emissions reduction 

targets [5], [6]. Ontario Regulation 496/07: Cessation of Coal Use required the generating 

stations at Atikokan, Lambton, Nanticoke and Thunder Bay to cease burning coal by the end of 
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2013 [7]. Nuclear, natural gas and non-hydro renewables were expanded or added to replace 

Ontario’s retired capacity of coal-fired generation [8]. This included the conversion of the 

Atikokan and Thunder Bay Generation Stations to burn solid biomass fuel pellets instead of coal.  

 

1.2 Coal to Biomass Conversion in Thermoelectric Generation 

Fuel in thermoelectric generation facilities is combusted in a boiler to create steam. The 

steam passes through a turbine, which is connected to an electric generator by a mechanical shaft. 

Through this process, the chemical energy stored in the fuel is converted into thermal energy and 

then into electrical energy, which is supplied to the electricity grid. The thermal generation 

process is the same regardless of the fuel combusted to supply the heat, be it coal, natural gas, or 

biomass fuel pellets.  

Biomass is considered a renewable source of energy because it is replenished through 

new growth and is a carbon neutral fuel. Biomass growth requires solar energy to combine carbon 

dioxide and water into glucose with stored chemical energy. In this way, carbon is removed from 

the atmosphere and sequestered in the living biomass. When biomass dies, decomposition 

releases the carbon back to the atmosphere and there is no net change in CO2 levels. The same 

carbon is released to the atmosphere whether the biomass decomposes naturally or is combusted 

to perform work such as thermoelectric generation.  

Biomass fuel pellets are made from woody (trees, brush, shrubs) or herbaceous (seasonal 

grains and cereals) biomass, collected from forests, fields, or waste streams [9]. Fuel pellets, often 

referred to as white pellets, are cylindrical pellets of tightly packed particles of woody or 

herbaceous biomass. A study of biomass collection in Northern Ontario conducted to support the 

conversion of Atikokan GS, showed that 2 M oven dried tonnes (ODT) can be sustainably 
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collected per annum, in addition to the ‘business as usual’ forestry activities projected for the next 

century [10]. This rate of collection is in excess of the 90,000 tonnes of pellets used by Atikokan 

[11]. At this rate, the embedded carbon in Ontario forests would not diminish, while growth of a 

biofuels sector would stimulate the local economy, contribute $590 million annually to the GDP, 

and provide additional social benefits to northern communities [8], [10], [12]–[15].    

Converting thermoelectric generation facilities from coal to biomass fuel pellets requires 

that adjustments be made to the storage and handling systems to account for the differences 

between the properties of the fuels. Some key fuel properties are shown in Table 1.  

Coal contains more energy per unit volume than conventional biomass fuel pellets, 

requiring expanded storage to hold the same energy content. Biomass is also naturally hydrophilic 

and absorbs moisture, so conventional pellets must be stored in a dry, enclosed location to 

maintain low moisture levels in the fuel [16]. Any moisture present in the fuel reduces the useful 

energy from combustion, as it requires heat to vaporize. Coal is hydrophobic and can be stored 

outside. Two 44 m tall storage silos, each able to store 5,000 tonnes of pellets, were constructed 

during the conversion of Atikokan GS [11], [17]. These structures contain the larger volume of 

conventional fuel pellets needed to deliver the same amount of energy as the coal once did.  
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Table 1 - A comparison of key fuel characteristics impacting the conversion from coal to 

conventional biomass wood pellets in thermoelectric generation facilities, adapted from 

Nachenius et al. [18]  

Properties Coal 
Conventional, ‘White’  

Wood Pellets 

Volumetric Energy Density (GJ/m3) 18 - 24 8 - 11 

Calorific Value (MJ/kg)* 23 - 28 15 - 16 

Hygroscopic Properties Hydrophobic Hydrophilic 

Biological Degradation None Moderate 

Milling Requirements Standard Special/Standard 

* Calorific Values taken from Tumuluru et al. [19] 

 

Abrasion of conventional fuel pellets during handling produces fines; combustible dust 

particles suspended in the air causing an explosion hazard [20]–[23]. Additionally, fuels left in 

storage are at risk of self-heating and spontaneous combustion [24]. Microbiological activity 

present in biomass fuels creates heat as decomposition begins, further increasing the risk of 

ignition. Explosion prevention and dust suppression systems have been installed at Atikokan GS 

[17].  

Coal burners typically require fuel with a consistent particle size of ~75 µm, achieved by 

pulverizing the coal in a mill [25]. Coal is brittle and can be pulverized with less energy than 

biomass, which retains its soft, fibrous nature during pelletization. Further, biomass has a lower 

heating value and different combustion characteristics than coal. Grinding mills and burners 

intended for coal must be altered or replaced to suit conventional biomass fuels.  

Converting a thermoelectric generation facility from coal to biomass requires investment 

to install storage and handling systems to accommodate the differing properties of each fuel. 
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These differences can be limited by upgrading the quality of the biomass fuel through 

thermochemical treatments like torrefaction [24]–[27]. Upgraded biomass fuels more closely 

match the properties of coal, potentially requiring less investment to accommodate the 

differences.  

 

1.3 Torrefied Biomass and the Q’ Pellet  
 

Thermochemical treatments use heat to change the chemical composition of the fuel to 

develop or alter desired properties. Heating biomass in a treatment called torrefaction produces 

hydrophobic solid fuels with improved energy density. Torrefaction occurs at temperatures 

between 200°C and 300°C, which eliminates any microbiological activity in the wood and 

removes molecular constituents with a low energy content per unit mass [18], [28]. The heat 

treatment makes the biomass brittle by destroying the cellular structure, thereby reducing the 

energy requirements of pulverizing mills [30].  

Traditional torrefied fuel pellets (called advanced, or black pellets) are energy dense and 

moderately hydrophobic, with less risk of experiencing self-heating and spontaneous combustion 

than white pellets. The milling and combustion properties are closer to those of coal, requiring a 

lower financial investment in the conversion of a thermoelectric generation facility. A 

comparison of key fuel characteristics for coal and torrefied wood pellets is shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2 - Key properties of torrefied wood pellets compared to those of coal, demonstrating 

the improvement of biomass through thermochemical conversion, adapted from Nachenius 

et al. [18].  

Properties Coal 
Torrefied ‘Black’  

Wood Pellets 

Volumetric Energy Density (GJ/m3) 18 - 24 12 - 19 

Calorific Value (MJ/kg)* 23 - 28 20 - 24 

Hygroscopic Properties Hydrophobic (Moderately) Hydrophobic 

Biological Degradation None Slow 

Milling Requirements Standard Standard 

* Calorific Values taken from Tumuluru et al. [19] 

 

Torrefaction of biomass improves the fuel pellets, but they are limited by the cylindrical 

shape and cooling prior to the extrusion process. Cooling the torrefied biomass lowers the binding 

strength of the particles, leaving the pellet prone to abrasion and absorbing moisture, especially at 

the exposed ends of the cylinders. With moisture, biological activity can return and resume 

decomposition. Abrasion of advanced pellets into brittle, energy dense fines increases the danger 

of a dust explosion. These issues can be resolved by altering the characteristics of the pellets. 

The Q’ Pellet is a spherical, torrefied biomass fuel pellet developed by Duncan et al. 

[31]–[33]. Torrefied biomass compressed into a spherical shape with an improved process gives a 

high strength, cohesive surface over the entire pellet. The benefits of torrefaction remain, while 

the shape and modified process has been shown to be very resistant to abrasion in a tumbling test, 

absorb no moisture when submerged in water for 24 hours, and the resultant improved bulk 

density increases the energy per unit volume of fuel making it comparable to that of coal.  
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Table 3 - A comparison of key fuel characteristics for coal and spherical, torrefied biomass 

pellets called Q' Pellets. Values for coal were adopted from Nachenius et al. [18], while Q’ 

Pellet values were taken from early development published by Nicksy [34].     

Properties Coal Q’ Pellet  

Volumetric Energy Density (GJ/m3) 18 - 24 18 - 19* 

Calorific Value (MJ/kg) 23 – 28** 21 - 22 

Hygroscopic Properties Hydrophobic Hydrophobic 

Biological Degradation None None 

Milling Requirements Standard Standard 

* Volumetric Energy Density for Q’ Pellets was calculated using the bulk densities and gross calorific values found by Nicksy 
** Calorific Value for coal taken from Tumuluru et al. [19] 

 

Q’ Pellets compare favourably with coal and ease the problems associated with 

conversion of facilities to accommodate biomass fuels. The beneficial properties are the result of 

compressing torrefied biomass into a sphere at a high temperature. The spherical shape cannot be 

produced by extrusion, as other pellets are. The Q’ Pellet was originally developed at a laboratory 

scale, using a die and punch that produced a single pellet per process run, where each process run 

took 3-5 minutes to complete [34]. To be competitive with other commercially available pellets 

and bring the benefits of the Q’ Pellet to industry, it must be viable to produce in large volumes. 

This requires a mechanism to continuously produce spherical, torrefied biomass fuel pellets.  
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1.4 The Goal of the Research 
 

The goal of the work described herein is to develop and demonstrate a mechanism and 

process to produce spherical, torrefied biomass fuel pellets in a continuous operation. The 

successful demonstration of such a mechanism and process would prove the concept and be a step 

towards commercialization of the Q’ Pellet. Commercialization would provide a carbon-neutral 

alternative to coal with similar storing, handling and combustion properties, an improvement 

from other biomass fuel pellets. If this alternative were available to consumers of coal on a 

commercial scale, it would potentially encourage adoption of biomass fuels and contribute to the 

reduction of carbon dioxide emissions from the energy sector. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Metrics for Fuel Characterization 

There are several metrics by which fuels are characterized and compared. To review the 

manufacturing processes of biomass fuel pellets and to show the improvement of torrefaction heat 

treatments, these metrics must be briefly explained. 

2.1.1 Physical Metrics 

2.1.1.1 Density 

There are three ways to measure the density of biomass: true density, apparent density, 

and bulk density [9]. The true density of biomass is defined as the weight per unit volume of solid 

constituents. Solid constituent is the actual physical material and excludes any pores or empty 

space within a particle. The apparent density includes the porous volumes within a measured 

biomass particle. The bulk density is defined as the total mass of a biomass sample containing a 

large number of particles, divided by the total volume taken up by the sample. This includes all 

porous volume within each particle, as well as the empty volume between particles in the sample.  

𝝆𝒂𝒑𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒕 =
𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒐𝒇  𝒂  𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆
𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆  𝒐𝒇  𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆

       (2.1)  

𝝆𝒃𝒖𝒍𝒌 =
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍  𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒐𝒇  𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍  𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆  𝒐𝒇  𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔  𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔

       (2.2) 

2.1.1.2 Friability 

A friable material is one that is easily crushed or crumbled. A biomass pellet with high 

friability is easily ground or pulverized into small particle sizes suitable for combustion. The 

friability of biomass fuel pellets has been assessed in more than one way in the literature. Arias et 
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al. [35] assessed the friability of untorrefied and torrefied biomass by comparing the particle size 

distributions achieved by a cutting mill. Other studies have recorded the power consumption of 

the mill as it completely pulverizes the biomass to a known size [30], [36].  

2.1.1.3 Mechanical Durability 

The mechanical durability of a pellet is its ability to remain intact during handling [37]. A 

pellet with high mechanical durability is resistant to abrasion and yields a small amount of fines 

when handled roughly. Mechanical durability (abrasion resistance) is assessed as a Pellet 

Durability Index (PDI), which is the mass lost from the pellet sample during a tumbling test, in 

which a sample of pellets is placed into a rotating, baffled chamber for a period of time.  

𝑷𝑫𝑰 = 𝒎𝒑𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒕!𝒎𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒔

𝒎𝒑𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒆𝒕
∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎        (2.3) 

 

Both Duncan and Nicksy [31], [38] performed the tumbling test using a small rock 

polisher filled with 20 glass marbles for periods of 4 hours and 1 hour, respectively. Material 

testing standards exist for assessing the PDI [39], but the alternate test used in prior work [38] is 

employed herein to obtain comparable results.  

2.1.2 Chemical Composition and Moisture Content  

2.1.2.1 Moisture Content 

The total moisture content is the sum of two types of moisture within the fuel: surface 

(external) moisture and inherent (equilibrium) moisture. Biomass absorbs moisture through the 

cell wall until an equilibrium point is reached, which is strongly related to the air moisture. 

Moisture absorbed into the cell wall is the inherent moisture content. Excess moisture remaining 

outside of the cell wall is external, or surface moisture [9].  
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The chemical composition of biomass fuels is expressed as a percentage and is dependent 

upon the total mass of constituents present at the time of analysis. There are four bases for 

expressing composition, of which the first three are defined by the moisture content included. 

Expression on an as received (ar) basis includes all moisture present within the wood, both 

surface and inherent. This may also be referred to as a wet basis (wb). When the biomass is air 

dried at ambient temperatures, the surface moisture evaporates and the inherent moisture remains 

within the cell wall. Composition expressed without the mass of surface moisture is expressed on 

an air-dried (ad) basis. When the ambient temperature is elevated and the biomass left until the 

inherent moisture evaporates, there is no longer any moisture content and the composition can be 

expressed on a total dry (td) basis. A total dry basis may also be referred to as dry basis (db), 

moisture-free (mf), or bone dry.  

 

Figure 1 - The composition of biomass expressed as a percentage of the mass, given on the 

basis of inherent (Mi) and surface (Ms) moisture present, adapted from Basu [9]. 

 

2.1.2.2 Ash Content  

The fourth basis by which the chemical composition of biomass fuels can be expressed is 

on a dry ash-free (daf) basis. The ash content is the residue that remains following complete 

combustion of the fuel. Ash is composed of inorganic substances such as silica, aluminum, iron, 

calcium and trace amounts of other elements. When the masses of the ash residue and the total 
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moisture content are excluded from the percentage composition of the fuel, it is expressed on a 

dry ash-free basis.  

 

Figure 2 - The composition of biomass expressed as a percentage of mass without moisture 

or ash content, adapted from Basu [9].  

 

2.1.2.3 Proximate Analysis  

Proximate analysis measures the composition of the fuel in terms of four broad categories 

of constituents: moisture, ash, volatile material and fixed carbon. On a dry ash-free basis, the 

remaining constituents expressed are volatile material and fixed carbon. The volatile material is 

the material released as vapour when the fuel is heated, while the fixed carbon is the solid carbon 

remaining as char after all volatiles have evaporated.  

 

Figure 3 - Proximate analysis expresses the constituents of biomass as ash content (ASH), 

fixed carbon content (FC), volatiles (VM) and moisture content (Mi and Ms), adapted from 

Basu [9].   
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2.1.2.4 Ultimate Analysis  

Ultimate analysis determines the actual elemental composition of the fuel, excluding the 

ash and moisture, which are still presented as gross constituents. From the ultimate analysis, the 

H/C and O/C ratios can be determined, which give an indication of the heating value of the fuel.   

 
Figure 4 - Ultimate analysis of biomass gives the percent mass composition of the elements 

carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N) and sulphur (S), adapted from Basu [9].  

 

2.1.2.5 Heating Value and Energy Densities  

The heating value of a fuel is the amount of energy released as heat when the fuel is 

completely combusted. This can be expressed in two ways: as a higher heating value or as a lower 

heating value. The higher heating value (HHV), also called the gross calorific value (GCV) is 

determined after the products of combustion have cooled and returned to the initial temperature. 

This measurement includes the latent heat of vaporization for water present in the reaction. The 

lower heating value (LHV) is measured without cooling the products of combustion, so the heat 

of vaporization is not recovered.   

Elemental ratios from the composition of the fuel indicate the heating value of the fuel. 

When a fuel is combusted in an environment with sufficient oxygen, the elemental oxygen 

contained within the fuel makes no contribution to the heating value, but adds to the mass [9]. For 

a high heating value, a low O/C atomic ratio is desirable. The hydrogen content of a fuel 

contributes mass but forms a single bond with a carbon molecule. The presence of hydrogen in 

the fuel prevents carbon from forming double and triple bonds with more energy. The presence of 
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multiple, high-energy carbon-carbon bonds in the fuel improves the heating value, so it is 

desirable to have a low H/C ratio.  

 

2.2 Biomass Growth and Collection 

2.2.1 Cellular Structure 

The cell walls in woody biomass provide the strength needed to support vertical growth, 

in a tree for example. The cell wall is composed of three principal constituents: cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin. Cellulose is a long-chain polymer with a rigid, crystalized structure of 

glucose molecules and little branching. Hemicellulose is a polymer of several types of 

carbohydrate molecules, with a branched structure of little strength. Lignin is a complex, three-

dimensional branched polymer of phenylpropane units and is highly insoluble. The three 

constituents act together to give strength to the cell wall in a manner analogous to reinforced 

concrete. Rigid, straight cellulose acts as the rebar while hemicellulose fills the surrounding 

space, acting as the cementing concrete. Lignin is the binding agent, which tangles its branched 

structure among the other constituents, holding them together [40].  

The cells that make up wood are generally long, thin and hollow, approximately 33 µm in 

width and 1000 µm in length for hardwoods, while those in softwood can be 3000-8000 µm in 

length [9]. They are arranged parallel to each other and to the direction of growth, so that fluids 

can pass through and move within the tree. Fluid carrying cells are called fibers or tracheids and 

are held together by an intercellular layer of lignin called the middle lamella.  
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2.2.2 Conditioning of Growth Biomass 

Collected biomass may differ in size and moisture content. Biomass collected for 

pelletizing may be large branches or low quality logs discarded during logging operations, it may 

be fine particles of sawdust and other scrap material from the sawmill, or it may be demolition 

wood at the end of its life. To form consistent, quality fuel pellets, the collected biomass must 

first be conditioned to a suitable size and moisture content. Generally, pelletization requires 

particles of 8-13 wt.% (wb) moisture and no dimension larger than 4 mm to form 6 mm diameter 

pellets [37], [41]. This is accomplished through the use of chippers, hammer mills, and several 

possible methods of drying.  

 

Figure 5 – Biomass conditioned for pelletization by reducing the particle size from chipped 

(left), to hammer milled (right). 
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2.3 Pelletization of Conventional Biomass Fuel 

2.3.1 Feedstock Handling and Transport  

Once suitably conditioned, the biomass feedstock can be pelletized and must be 

transported from the conditioning equipment to the pelletizing mechanism. The feedstock is 

transported through combinations of: hoppers, chutes, augers, conveyers and blowers [37].  

2.3.1.1 Hoppers and Chutes 

Hoppers use gravity to move material from areas of storage or low flow-rates, to areas of 

higher flow-rates, generally by reducing the cross sectional area. There are three types of flow 

through a hopper: no flow, mass flow and funnel flow, as shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6 - The three modes of solid flow through a hopper as shown by Basu [16]; no flow 

(a), mass flow (b), and funnel flow (c). 

 

Arching and rat-holing can result in no flow of solid material through a hopper. Arching 

occurs when mechanical locking or cohesive particles form an arch or a bridge over the hopper 

outlet, blocking any movement. Rat-holing occurs when stagnant material remains around the 

annulus of the hopper while the central core has been discharged, resulting in no further flow 

from a partially filled hopper.  
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Funnel flow occurs prior to a rat hole forming, in which stagnant material around the 

annulus of the hopper either moves slowly or not at all, while the central core of material 

discharges at a higher rate.  

Mass flow occurs when layers of material flow consistently and continuously through the 

hopper, maintaining first-in first-out flow. Basu [16] defined four conditions to be met for 

achieving mass flow of biomass through a hopper:  

1. The hopper wall must be sufficiently smooth for mass flow 

2. The hopper angle must be sufficiently steep to force solids to flow at the walls 

3. The hopper outlet must be large enough to prevent arching 

4. The hopper outlet must be adequately large to achieve the maximum discharge rate  

 

Of these four conditions, the size of the hopper outlet may have the most adverse effect on 

the flow of material as an improperly sized outlet may cause arching. The risk of arching is 

increased when particles are: large compared to the outlet width, contain a high moisture content, 

have a low shape factor or rough surface texture, or are cohesive and easily lock together.  

Chutes are similar to hoppers, but maintain a uniform cross sectional area while moving 

material with gravity. Chutes must be active over the entire cross sectional area to maintain 

constant throughput, and must have a higher discharge rate then the following stage. The hopper 

and chute assembly delivering biomass feedstock to a small pelletizer can be seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 - The gravity fed hopper (a) and chute (b) feeding a small pellet mill. 

 

2.3.1.2 Augers 

Augers, or screw feeders, transport biomass through an enclosed space by turning an 

inclined plane around a central shaft. Augers have the advantage of a known drive speed, giving 

operator control over the feed rate. Plugging of the feeder outlet is a common problem because 

the biomass experiences compression as it is pushed downstream by the auger. Screw feeders 

designed to avoid plugging include: variable pitch screws, variable diameter screws, wire screws, 

and multiple screws.  
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2.3.1.3 Conveyers 

Conveyers are smooth belts or chains of containers, supported on rollers and driven by a 

motor. Biomass is deposited on the conveyor and is transported downstream as the conveyor 

moves. Conveyors give a controllable feed rate of material and are effective at transporting 

particles that are cohesive, fibrous, friable, course, elastic, sticky, or bulky [16].  

2.3.1.4 Blowers  

Blowers transport material in a forced air stream travelling at a velocity higher than the 

settling velocity of the particles. Blowers are not metering methods of transport; they have no 

control over the feed rate of biomass to downstream processes.  

2.3.2 Pellet Mills  

Typical pelletization occurs in a pellet mill, where cylindrical pellets are extruded with a 

die and roller set. The dies are surfaces perforated with an arrangement of holes. Conditioned 

biomass particles are distributed in a layer on the die surface by the feeding (transport) 

mechanism. The rollers pass over the die surface and force the biomass through the holes. This is 

a repetitive process, continuously extruding a stream of compressed biomass. The stream either 

breaks into pellets under its own weight, or is cut to pellets of specific length by another 

mechanism [37], [41].   

There are two general orientations of die and roller sets: ring dies and flat dies. The 

running surface of a ring die is curved into a circle. Biomass is deposited on the interior surface 

and extruded radially outwards by rollers. Biomass is deposited on the top surface of a horizontal 

flat die, and extruded downwards by rollers. Both orientations are shown in Figure 8, while 

Figure 9 shows the flat die and roller set of a small pellet mill.  
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Figure 8 – Two orientations of pellet mills; a ring die and fixed rollers (a), and a horizontal 

die with moving rollers (b), adopted from Obernberger & Thek [39]. The arrows indicate 

the direction of feedstock entering the mill. 

 

 

Figure 9 - The horizontal die and roller set of a small pellet mill. Feedstock is deposited onto 

the running surface by a gravity fed hopper and chute. 

 

Stelte et al. identified the key process variables when extruding white pellets as: the 

moisture content, die temperature, particle size, hole dimensions, and pelletizing pressure [41]. 

As the rollers apply pressure on the surface of the die and pack the particles through the holes, 

friction increases the temperature in the die. The lignin content of the biomass reaches a glass 

transition temperature at which it becomes softened and is able to form mechanical linkages with 
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other polymers under the pressure of pelletization, acting as a binding agent in the pellet. The 

moisture content lowers the glass transition temperature of the lignin, while promoting van der 

Waal and electrostatic forces between particles. Stelte et al. noted that the glass transition 

temperature of spruce at 8% moisture content was found to be 91°C, a temperature achieved by 

the friction in the die.  

The glass transition temperature for lignin is the estimated threshold at which lignin 

begins to soften, but lignin is a complex molecule differing widely in branched structure and 

concentration through the biomass cell. The lignin content does not uniformly soften at the glass 

transition temperature, but rather a portion of the overall content becomes available to act as a 

binder. As the pelletizing temperature increases, a larger portion of the lignin content softens and 

becomes active [41].  

2.3.3 Densification by Screw Extrusion 

Conditioned biomass feedstock can also be densified in a screw extruder (Figure 10). In 

screw extrusion, biomass particles are moved form an inlet hopper, through a barrel, and then 

forced through a die. The screw forces particle interaction and friction through the barrel, which 

may also be heated from the outside to soften the lignin (melting). Pressure increases as the 

biomass is forced towards the die (pumping), until particle binding is achieved as it passes 

through the extrusion die.  
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Figure 10 - A typical screw extruder for biomass densification, adopted from Tumuluru et 

al. [19] 

 

Tumuluru et al. [19] indicate that material in the barrel is heated to a temperature of 200 – 

250°C to soften the lignin binders. It is then pressed through the extrusion die at 280°C. It is not 

indicated what the dimensions of the extrusion die or the final pellets are, or if there is a lower 

limit to the diameter of the pellets the screw extruder is able to produce.   

2.3.4 Limitations of Conventional Fuel Pellets  

When biomass is conditioned and pelletized, it becomes a homogeneous fuel with 

uniform properties. The size, shape and moisture content of every pellet are the same, giving 

improved bulk density and heating value. However, some limitations of biomass fuels are not 

improved in pelletizing and some new limitations are introduced.  

The size reduction during conditioning destroys the intercellular structure of the grown 

wood, to be recompressed into a fuel with higher density during pelletization. Recombining these 

particles relies on the friction and pressure in the pellet mill to produce a cohesive particle from 

active lignin binders, but the temperatures involved generally limit the portion of binders 
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available. Abrasion can release smaller particles and fines during handling, especially from the 

edges and open surface of the cylinder ends where the pellets have low mechanical durability.  

Other than drying, no chemical changes to the biomass are made; the fibrous structure of 

the cell remains intact. This gives the pellet low friability and requires more energy to pulverize 

for combustion. With the low moisture content in the fuel, the intact fibers easily absorb water 

making the fuel hydrophilic. There is also no change in the H/C or O/C ratios, so the only 

improvement in heating value is by reducing the moisture content.  

  

Figure 11 - Feedstock biomass conditioned for pelletizing (left), and extruded pellets 

produced in a mill (right) 
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2.4 Torrefaction and Pelletization of Advanced Biomass Fuel  

2.4.1 Torrefaction 

Torrefaction is a thermochemical process in which biomass is heated in the absence of 

oxygen to a temperature range in which devolatilization occurs. Combustion cannot take place in 

the inert (oxygen starved) environment and decomposition of the molecular structure occurs 

instead.  Basu [42] defined five regimes of thermochemical changes experienced by biomass 

heated during torrefaction.  

 

Table 4 - Thermochemical changes experienced by biomass during five regimes of 

torrefaction [42] 

Regime Temperature 
Range Thermochemical Changes 

A 50 – 120°C Nonreactive drying: loss in physical moisture but 
no chemical changes  

B 120 – 150°C Lignin polymer begins to soften and may serve as 
a binder  

C 150 – 200°C Reactive Drying: H-C chemical bonds begin to 
break and hemicellulose begins to depolymerize  

D 200 – 250°C 
Breakdown of hydrogen, C-C and C-O bonds, 
forming condensable liquids and non-
condensable gases 

E 250 - 300°C 

Extensive decomposition of hemicellulose into 
volatiles and solid products. Cellulose and lignin 
experience limited decomposition. Fibrous cell 
structure completely destroyed 
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Torrefaction occurs in the temperature range of 200 – 300°C, encompassing regimes D 

and E. At these temperatures, the hemicellulose polymer decomposes into condensable liquids 

and off-gases called volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Limited decomposition also begins to 

occur in cellulose and lignin at the upper limit of this range. The decomposition of the polymer 

structure results in three main benefits of torrefied material over untorrefied feedstock: improved 

energy density, improved grindability, and developed hydrophobic properties.  

The VOCs produced during torrefaction are generally composed of molecules of low 

energy per unit mass. The remaining solid matter then, has a lower mass than the original sample 

but is composed of larger molecules of comparatively high energy content. The net change to the 

torrefied sample is a loss in energy but a greater loss in mass, thus an increase in the energy 

density of the remaining solid biomass.  

Torrefaction completely breaks down hemicellulose constituent, destroying the cellular 

structure of the biomass, which formed soft, fibrous particles. The solid product of torrefaction is 

brittle and easily crushed into small particle sizes suitable for combustion.  

Hemicellulose has the highest moisture absorption capacity of the biomass constituent 

polymers, followed by cellulose and lignin. When biomass undergoes torrefaction, the 

hemicellulose content is broken down and most hydroxyl (-OH) groups from the polymer are 

expelled as VOCs. Without the presence of polar hydroxyl groups to form hydrogen bonds, and 

with the remaining insoluble cellulose and lignin content, the biomass becomes hydrophobic 

[42]–[44].  

2.4.2 Torrefier Reactors  

A torrefier reactor must heat the biomass for a sufficient amount of time in an inert 

atmosphere. There are several designs of torrefier, categorized into direct and indirect heating 
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methods. In direct heating reactors, the biomass is heated by direct contact with some heat-

carrying medium, as in a convective reactor, a fluidized bed reactor, or a hydrothermal reactor. In 

indirect heating, the biomass does not come into contact with the heat-carrying medium. Instead, 

it is heated through the reactor wall, in a rotating drum or a screw shaft, or heated by 

electromagnetic radiation in a microwave reactor [42].  

2.4.2.1 Convective Reactors 

In a convective reactor, the heat carrier is a hot, inert gas flowing through or over the 

biomass. The biomass may be stationary relative to the reactor wall (a fixed bed reactor), or 

moving relative to the reactor wall (a moving bed reactor). In a moving bed reactor, the biomass 

may be transported by gravity, a mechanical device or by a belt conveyer. One other type of 

convective reactor is an entrained flow reactor. In this type of reactor, the biomass particles are 

sufficiently small that they torrefy quickly while a high gas velocity carries them pneumatically 

through the reactor.   

2.4.2.2 Fluidized Bed Reactors 

Fluidized beds blow hot, inert gas through biomass particles, keeping them in an agitated 

state. In this state, the particles behave like a fluid and can mix, facilitating torrefaction while 

flowing through the reactor and avoiding the need for additional transport mechanisms.  

2.4.2.3 Hydrothermal Reactors 

In a hydrothermal reactor, the heat carrier is pressurized water at a high temperature. This 

has the advantage of negating the need for drying prior to torrefaction, though the disadvantage of 

having to transport a volume of biomass across a pressure barrier. This may be done using a batch 

process.  
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2.4.2.4 Rotating Drum Reactors 

A drum containing biomass in an inert environment is heated such that the heat transfer is 

from the drum wall to the biomass, instead of from the hot gas to the biomass. The drum rotates 

giving the dual benefit of mixing the biomass for an even level of torrefaction throughout, and 

moving the biomass through the reactor as the method of transport.  

2.4.2.5 Screw Reactors  

A screw reactor is stationary and heated externally, so biomass is heated through the 

reactor walls. Inside the reactor, a screw mixes the biomass to facilitate even heating while 

transporting the biomass through the reactor length.  

2.4.2.6 Microwave Reactors  

Microwave reactors use electromagnetic radiation to heat biomass from within, avoiding 

the need for heat transfer from a medium or surface external to the particle. In this type of reactor, 

the biomass passes below a microwave emitter, usually on a belt conveyer.  

2.4.3 Pelletization of Torrefied Biomass 

The literature describes the production of torrefied fuel pellets in two general ways: with 

inter-stage cooling, and with combined torrefaction and pelletization.  

Larsson et al. [45] produced fuel pellets in a ring die using spruce, pre-torrefied at 

temperatures of 270°C and 300°C for 16.5 minutes. The material was cooled and water was 

added prior to pelletization, to aid the binding strength. The temperature of the ring die in the 

pellet mill was not controlled and only the result of the friction from extrusion, which ranged 

from 60°C to 105°C. The pellets produced had low mechanical durability of 80 – 90%, and gave 

off a large amount of fines. This was because of the lack of moisture content and polar 
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hemicellulose groups lost during the torrefaction. The lignin content also activated during 

torrefaction, softening up to temperatures of 300°C and then cooling before pelletization. The 

friction in the pellet mill was insufficient to raise the temperature in excess of the torrefaction 

temperature, to activate what remained of the lignin content. Other studies of pre-torrefied 

material have shown similar results [46]–[48]. 

In 2005, a report by Bergman proposed a process to combine the benefits of torrefaction 

and pelletization (TOP) which maintains the ability of lignin to form mechanical linkages during 

compression [49]. This is accomplished by eliminating the cooling stage following torrefaction, 

and allowing the biomass to be compressed with active lignin binders, thereby gaining the full 

benefit of the lignin content otherwise lost in cooling. Bergman successfully produced TOP 

pellets as a proof of concept but did not disclose the apparatus used, other than the fact that 

torrefaction and pelletization do not occur in the same step. As the details of the apparatus remain 

undisclosed in published literature, it is unknown how the torrefied material is transported from 

the reactor to the pelletizer, or if any modifications were required in the pelletizing mechanism. 

Bergman also showed that the VOCs produced during torrefaction could be combusted 

and the hot flue gas used to reduce the energy requirements of the torrefaction. By recycling the 

flue gas, the TOP process achieved thermal efficiencies of 98.5% [49].      

 

2.5 Production of Q’ Pellets 

The Q’ Pellet is a spherical, torrefied pellet developed to further improve the 

characteristics of fuel pellets. While torrefaction improved the heating value, density, grindability 

and hydrophobicity, the cylindrical shape of the pellets and lack of active binders still gives 

vulnerabilities to degradation. When the pellets break from the continuously extruded streams in a 
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pellet mill, the ends remain exposed to moisture and biological activity, and more significantly to 

abrasion and fines production. Abrasion causing fines is of more concern in torrefied pellets as 

the destruction of the fibrous, cellular structure created finer particles with a higher rate of 

combustion. This increases the explosion hazard posed by these pellets. Compressing the pellets 

into a spherical shape at a high temperature eliminates the exposed ends of a typical cylindrical 

pellet, and forms a strong, polymerized shell around the entire volume. This mitigates typical 

limitations of conventional biomass pellets.  

2.5.1 Development of the In-Situ Procedure 

Q’ Pellets were developed by Duncan et al. [31], [32], through three iterations of dies and 

punches which compressed a sphere. In the first iteration, hemispheres were milled into the ends 

of two length of 12.7 mm bar stock. Both were placed in a sleeve collar to maintain the alignment 

between them during compression, with 1.5 g of sawdust between the hemispheres. The assembly 

was pressed together in a vice while a heating tape raised the temperature of the die to soften the 

lignin content. Some intact pellets were produced in this manner, though the pellets were “weak, 

and tended to fracture at the equator [31]”.   
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Figure 12 –The hemisphere die and punch from Duncan, which formed weak spherical 

pellets by loading sawdust into the die cavity (A), heating the sawdust in the die (B), and 

compressing the hemispheres together (C).   

 

Pellets tended to fail at the equator for two reasons: surface roughness and a lack of 

particle interactions forming mechanical linkages. Firstly, the milling of the hemispheres left 

striations on the interior surface of the die. Duncan noted that the surface roughness increased the 

adhesion between pellet and die, pulling the pellet apart upon disassembly. This was successfully 

addressed by polishing the die to a smooth finish.  

The two hemispheres meet at the equator of the pellet. Particles along this plane only 

experience forces parallel to the direction of compression. Elsewhere in the pellet, particles are 
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“rearranged and deformed [31]” under compression, giving the opportunity for mechanical 

interlocking and frictional forces to bind the pellet together. The lack of particle movement at the 

pellet equator and the resulting lack of binding across this plane is the second reason for pellet 

failure. To avoid this issue, Duncan developed a second iteration of die, which forced movement 

of central particles through a compression offset from the centre of the pellet.  

 

Figure 13 - The offset die and punch, which forms a pellet by loading biomass into the 

heated die cavity (A), torrefying the material (B), and compressing it by exerting a force 

predominantly on one side of the sphere 

 

The offset die design has four components: a trough, a channel, a collar and a punch. The 

final volume of the pellet is split vertically between the channel and trough, which are placed 
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together and secured inside the collar using four setscrews. The punch is allowed a running fit 

within the milled volumes of the channel and trough, but is positioned such that the compressive 

force is exerted dominantly on the trough side. By offsetting the compressive force and the initial 

volume of loaded biomass to the side of the final pellet volume, the biomass is forced to ‘curl’ 

around the final volume when compressed. This aids movement and particle interaction, 

facilitating mechanical interlocking and friction forces between particles.  

 

Figure 14 - A spherical pellet formed by a hemisphere die (A) and by the offset die (B), 

showing the forces exerted by each punch on the pellet surface, projected onto the dashed 

equatorial plane. Particles at the equator of pellet A are stagnant and easily fail, while pellet 

B enables mechanical interlocking by forcing particles to curl around the pellet. 
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Duncan produced intact pellets with the offset die by torrefying material ‘in-situ’. Two 

grams of biomass at ambient temperature and moisture content were loaded into the unheated die 

cavity. The punch was placed in the die to physically separate oxygen from the sample. A heating 

tape wrapped around the assembly raised the temperature to 280°C and the material torrefied for 

10 min. The heating was controlled by a Variac and a K-type thermocouple on the exterior of the 

die. The temperature of the biomass within the die could not be directly measured, so Duncan 

made the assumption that the temperature of the steel could be measured as a proxy, and the high 

thermal conductivity would raise the interior surface of the die (and the biomass within the die) to 

a similar temperature.  

 

Figure 15 – The assembly of the offset die. The four parts of the die (top) are assembled and 

wrapped with a heating tape (left). The die is insulated and heated for torrefying material 

in-situ (right) prior to compression. The measuring tape is in inches, for scale.  
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Figure 16 – The pelletizing procedure in the offset die, in which torrefaction takes place in-

situ.  

 

Duncan noted that pellets frequently split upon removal from the offset die, and 

suggested two theories of the cause: surface material and quality, and temperature variation 

through inaccurate thermocouple readings giving local cold spots. These issues were addressed 

by manufacturing a third iteration of die out of M2 tool steel. The die was placed on a wooden 

block for improved insulation during heating and compression. The thermocouple was mounted 

inside the collar, close to the final pellet volume, to give a more accurate temperature reading of 

the interior surface. Though these changes decreased the frequency of split pellets, they still 

occurred and the cause remained unknown.  

Duncan demonstrated a novel pellet, which mitigated the limitations of other biomass 

fuel pellets. It was noted that Atikokan GS would require 1000.4 metric tonnes of Q’ Pellets 

every 24 hours to supply its full generation capacity [31]. As the die and punch assembly with in-

situ torrefaction yielded a single pellet, Duncan cited the need for the offset die to be scaled up. 

He concluded that the in-situ torrefaction stage comprised of 50% of the procedure time, and that 

torrefaction may need to be done separately (ex-situ) to pelletization.  

The characteristics which benefit the Q’ Pellet are the result of torrefied material at a high 

temperature forming the spherical shape and then cooling to set the lignin in interlocking bonds. 
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Duncan observed that interlocking properties of torrefied biomass were not lost on the upward 

temperature rise, but when the material is allowed to cool. This was demonstrated through the 

failed pelletization of cooled, pre-torrefied material in the offset die.  

2.5.2 Development of the Ex-Situ Procedure with Intercooling  

Nicksy et al. [34], [38] continued the work of Duncan by developing the material and 

process specifications required for the separation of the torrefaction and pelletization stages in the 

Q’ Pellet process. This was a step towards scaling up Q’ Pellet technology.  

Nicksy made iterative improvements to the offset die and to the in-situ procedure. 

Thermal insulation was added around the heating tape to increase the heating rate of the die. 

Nicksy also found that the off-gasses from torrefaction coated the interior surface of the die and 

built up over successive runs if the polishing stage was omitted. The off-gassing residue formed 

an anti-stick coating in the die, facilitating mould release. Mould release was also improved by 

applying an engineered coating from General Magnaplate called NEDOX® 10K3 to the die. 

Also, an automatic controller replaced the Variac to maintain the die temperature at a set value.  

To reduce the time needed for torrefaction, Nicksy preheated the die to the full 

temperature. Pellets were produced from raw material with only 5 minutes of residence time.  

Nicksy demonstrated that pellets could be produced when material was heated, cooled 

and then heated again to a higher temperature. This showed that it was possible to produce Q’ 

Pellets from material torrefied ex-situ and cooled prior to pelletization, providing that the material 

was reheated to a temperature higher then the temperature at which it was torrefied.  

Nicksy produced several pellets from raw (un-torrefied) and pre-treated (torrefied) 

material using the offset die and punch in a similar method to that of Duncan, but with a pre-

heated temperature of 280°C and a residence time of 3 minutes. Feedstock material (hammer-
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milled hybrid poplar wood) was bone dry (no moisture content) to ensure consistency of moisture 

content between raw and pre-treated material. Pre-treated material was torrefied in a batch 

torrefier apparatus, at 250°C for a total of 30 minutes and then cooled to room temperature [38].  

 

Figure 17 - The Q' Pellet procedure in the offset die using pre-treated material, torrefied ex-

situ, cooled and reheated to a higher temperature 

 

Torrefying material in an ex-situ reactor allows large amounts of material to be torrefied 

at a time, and the pelletizing procedure becomes the limiting step. In Nicksy, Q’ Pellets could be 

produced in as little as 3 minutes, an improvement over the in-situ method of Duncan, but still 

required time to re-heat the material. To produce Q’ Pellets any faster, the reheat step must be 

eliminated and the material prevented from cooling between stages. The material must be 

transported from the torrefying reactor into the compression die cavities at a constant, high 

temperature. Nicksy recommended that a prototype apparatus to produce Q’ Pellets should be 

designed under the process specifications shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5 - Specifications for the design of a continuous pelletization process, as developed by 

Nicksy [38] 

Property Specification 

Pellet Properties  

Mass (final) 1.5-1.6 grams 

Diameter 6.35 mm 

Biomass Feedstock  
Source Raw Hybrid Poplar 

Moisture Content Bone Dry  

Particle Size <3.55 mm 

Particle Size Distribution Unsieved 

Mould Properties  

Surface Treatment NEDOX® 10K3 

Hardness RC 65 

Temperature  
Pre-heat mould Yes 

Max particle heating rate None 

Torrefaction Temp 240 – 260 °C 

Pelletizing Temp 280°C 

Intermediate Cooling No 

Pressing  

Press by Displacement 

Compression Time <3 seconds 

Hold at Max Pressure <0.5 seconds 

Max Pressure ~ 1.5 – 1.6 ton 

Inert Atmosphere  

Nitrogen Gas Continuous Flow  

 

Nicksy described a prototype machine being constructed by Queen’s University in 

cooperation with a local machine shop. The purpose of this machine was to produce Q’ Pellets in 

a continuous process using the results of Nicksy. This machine would torrefy material ex-situ in a 
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reactor, maintain the torrefaction temperature during material transport to the pelletizing 

mechanism, and then compress the material into a Q’ Pellet.  
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Methods 

3.1 First Prototype of a Continuous Mechanism  

Commercialization of the Q’ Pellet requires a mechanism to continuously produce the 

pellets, which is scalable to industrial volumes. Such a mechanism was designed and fabricated as 

a prototype to demonstrate proof of concept based on combined input from Nicksy, the Queen’s 

research team, and an external machine design/manufacturing company.  

3.1.1 Prototype Design  

The prototype was designed under several constraints, as follows:  

1. The prototype should torrefy material ex-situ in sufficiently large volumes that the 

limiting factor of the pellet production rate is the material flow through the compression 

stage and not the torrefying stage.  

2. Pellets will be produced at a higher rate as the time taken to heat the material within the 

compression die is decreased. The pellets will be produced at the highest possible rate 

when the reheat time is zero. This means that the intercooling in the procedure of Nicksy 

must be eliminated.  

3. The compressions in the die must occur repeatedly. To deliver the energy required to 

compress the pellets, a rotating or a reciprocating mechanism can be used. A rotating 

mechanism is preferable as the inertia of the machinery is always in the same direction, 

and is generally more efficient. In a reciprocating process, the inertia of the machinery 

alternates and energy is lost in the acceleration of the mechanism.  
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The offset die and punch used by Duncan and Nicksy is a linear process: the punch is aligned 

with the pellet and the compressive force acts parallel to the punch displacement. To adapt a 

linear process to operate within a rotating mechanism, cam action would have had to be used. The 

dies would be embedded into a large rotating wheel such that the punches are displaced radially 

outwards. Fixed cams would be positioned on the inside of the wheel. As the wheel rotates, 

driven by a motor, the embedded dies would move past the stationary cams. The cams would 

displace the punches radially outwards, compressing material inside the die. The whole assembly 

would have to be constructed in an enclosure at a high temperature, filled with an inert 

atmosphere. This method of adopting the offset die and punch into a rotating mechanism had two 

issues: the sizing of the cams and the ejection of the pellets.  

The offset die was manufactured to be 101.6 mm in height, giving the maximum 

displacement (stroke) of the punch as 88.9 mm. The actual stroke of the punch is slightly less as 

the punch must sit just inside the die prior to compression, to ensure the alignment and to 

mechanically separate atmospheric oxygen. The cams must be able to displace the punch to the 

maximum stroke needed to fully compress a pellet, so they must have a height equal to the stroke 

of the punch. For the rotating mechanism to pass over a cam with a height of 88.9 mm, the radius 

of the wheel would have to be much larger. Duncan and Nicksy also had to manually pack the 

biomass into the die cavity by filling the die with ~2/3 of the sample, pushing the punch down to 

compact the sample, and then loading the final 1/3 [38]. In the absence of any loading mechanism 

that compacts the sample, the stroke of the die would be longer to accommodate the loose 

biomass with a lower density. This would require an even larger cam and a larger wheel to move 

the dies past it.  

The original design of the offset die had to be totally disassembled to remove a pellet. The 

trough and channel were removed from the collar and separated along the vertical axis of the 
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pellet. The die was then reassembled and reheated for the next pelletizing procedure. 

Accommodating this method of ejection in the rotating wheel concept would add complexity.  

These two issues (the size of the wheel and cams, and the added complexity of including an 

ejection mechanism) would make a prototype of this concept large and complex to manufacture. 

It was determined that such a prototype did not suit the scope of a proof-of-concept mechanism 

and a new design was needed.  

3.1.2 The Transition from Offset ‘Curl’ to Hemisphere ‘Packing’ Pelletization Methods 

The issues with the rotating cam and wheel design were a consequence of adopting the 

existing offset die and punch into a larger mechanism. Duncan developed the offset die and punch 

to force the movement of particles located on the equatorial plane, promoting the formation of 

physical bonds. This method successfully prevented pellets splitting into two hemispheres by 

causing the biomass to curl around the final pellet volume as it was compressed, shown in Figure 

14B. The die cavity into which the feedstock biomass was loaded, had to be just over half of the 

cross sectional area of the pellet equator. The reduction in area meant that the height of the die 

had to nearly double to contain an equivalent volume of biomass, increasing the required stroke 

from the punch to compress the pellet. If two hemisphere dies were used to compress the pellet, 

the cross sectional area of the die cavity would be equal to the area of the pellet equatorial plane 

and the maximum area possible. This would minimize the required height of the die cavity and 

the stroke of the punch.  

Pelletizing with a hemisphere die would give the minimum stroke needed to form a Q’ 

Pellet, but hemisphere dies were unsuccessful when first used by Duncan, for two reasons: a lack 

of available binders, and lack of particle interactions across the equatorial plane.  
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Hemisphere dies in Duncan were heated to relatively low temperatures and relied on 

pressure alone to compact sawdust into spherical pellets. The resulting pellets were extremely 

weak. The sawdust had sufficient moisture for pelletizing in an extrusion pellet mill, but the 

moisture could not act as a binder alone, in the absence of the heat generated by the friction of 

extrusion. The sawdust was also untorrefied, lacking the high relative content of lignin to act as a 

natural binder, or the high temperatures required for lignin to soften and form mechanical 

linkages under compression. Torrefied material compressed by hemisphere dies at a high 

temperature may produce an intact pellet because active lignin would be available to act as a 

binder.  

Pellets compressed in hemisphere dies failed due to a single failure plane at the equator. 

The offset die and punch prevented such a plane forming by curling material around the pellet 

during compression in a single stroke. An alternative method of avoiding a single dominant plane 

of failure from a single compression stroke would be to have multiple compression strokes form 

multiple planes of failure, but no single dominating one. This is analogous to packing a snowball 

(the pellet) with two cupped hands (hemisphere dies). The snow becomes denser when 

compressed the first time but is likely to fail when the compression is released. The snowball is 

then rotated and is packed again from another direction. The snowball becomes denser and 

stronger with every subsequent reorientation and compression and no single failure plane exists 

along which it can split. In a spherical biomass pellet, multiple compressions from multiple, 

random directions would form mechanical linkages throughout the entire pellet. The sphere 

would become increasingly densified with interlocking particles.  The result is a novel, fully 

torrefied, hard-shelled, spherical pellet, now referred to as the Q’ Pellet. 
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Figure 18 – The formation of a Q' Pellet by 'packing' torrefied biomass between two 

hemisphere dies. The first compression (A) forms a semi-compressed sphere, which falls to 

subsequent compression stages (B,C,D) where new equatorial planes are formed in random 

orientation, but aid mechanical bonding across the previous equatorial plane. 

 

The symmetry of hemisphere dies had additional benefits to the design of the prototype 

mechanism. Either of the hemispheres could act as the punch, travelling the full stroke while the 

other remains stationary, or both could move half of the total displacement needed. The size and 

cost of manufactured parts could be further reduced, by mirroring the wheel and cam such that 
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two hemispheres compress together in alignment. After the dies have rotated past alignment and 

the cams have disengaged, the pellet can be easily removed.   

A continuous pelletizing mechanism of rotating wheels, cams and hemisphere dies with 

several compression stages could be manufactured within the scope of a proof-of-concept 

prototype machine.  

3.1.3 The Proposed ‘Tumbling’ Pelletization Method 

The fabricated prototype machine performs six steps to process hammer-milled biomass 

feedstock into spherical, torrefied pellets. The flow of biomass through the mechanism is shown 

in Figure 19. The six steps occur in two process stages: an ex-situ torrefaction stage, and a 

pelletizing stage using rotating wheels with hemisphere dies.    
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Figure 19 - The flow of biomass (shown as the black arrows) through the torrefaction and 

compression stages of the prototype machine. The white arrows show the flow of gas 

through the torrefier.  

 

First, biomass feedstock conditioned for pelletization (hammer-milled hybrid poplar, 

<3.55 mm) is loaded into a hopper chute. An auger turns to transport the biomass through the 

screw torrefier. The torrefier chamber is sealed and heated to torrefaction temperatures (250 – 

300°C). To maintain an inert atmosphere, a continuous flow of nitrogen from a pressurized tank 

enters the chamber beneath the hopper and exits through vents at the other end. The VOCs 
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produced in torrefaction mix with the nitrogen to be vented out of the machine. Torrefied biomass 

falls through a slot when it reaches the end of the chamber, into a silicon hopper.  

 

 

Figure 20 – The torrefying reactor stage of the prototype mechanism. The inlet hopper (A) 

and the heated cylindrical chamber (B) load and torrefy material, which exits the reactor 

through a silicon funnel (C). The funnel acts as a hopper to load the two symmetrical 

forming wheels (D). 

 

The silicon hopper is shaped to fit between the two forming wheels and passively 

distributes the torrefied biomass into the die cavities as they pass. There is no force other than 

gravity acting upon the biomass to pack it into the cavities. The wheel face blocks the opening at 

the bottom of the hopper when the die cavities are not positioned beneath it, preventing biomass 

from escaping. The dies, once loaded, move past the cams as the wheels continue to turn. The 

cams compress the hemisphere dies together into a 19.05 mm diameter pellet, 6.35 mm larger 

than a Q’ Pellet. 

(A) 

(B) (C) 

(D) 
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Figure 21 - The symmetrical forming wheels of the prototype machine. Torrefied material is 

loaded in the die cavities (A), compressed by hemisphere dies as the wheels rotate past cams 

(B), and release the 19.05 mm pellet to later compression stages (C). 

 

When the wheels have turned past the cams and the dies separate, the semi-compressed 

pellet is released and falls into another compression stage located directly beneath the forming 

wheels. This stage has two discs with a trough cut around the outer surface of each. The semi-

compressed pellet passes between them and is further compressed to a smaller diameter. When 

the pellet falls between the stages, it tumbles and rotates randomly into a new orientation so that 

the later compression forces particle interaction across the previous plane of failure. The machine 

has three disk compression stages after the initial forming wheel stage with the hemisphere dies. 

When the pellet passes through each, it becomes denser as it is compressed from a new direction 

until it reaches the 12.7 mm diameter of the final pellet.  
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Figure 22 - The final three disk compression stages of the prototype machine through which 

the pellet tumbles and densifies. Only the first stage has the disks completed and installed, 

positioned directly below the forming wheels. 

 

3.1.4 Prototype Assessment  

The Prototype was unsuccessful in producing pellets with the characteristics of the lab 

scale “Q’ Pellet”. In fact, the process and equipment was unable to produce an intact semi-

compressed pellet from the first forming wheel stage, and the later compression stages remained 

unused.  It is believed that four factors were responsible: inconsistent loading in the die cavities, 

material spillage, the equatorial plane of failure from hemisphere dies, and material cooling.  

An insufficient and inconsistent amount of biomass fell into the cavities when the dies 

passed below the hopper, even when the wheel was rotating at a slow speed. This was the result 

of arching occurring in the hopper and preventing material flow. When the hopper was emptied 

and the dies were fixed in position beneath it, a small amount of biomass unloaded from the 
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torrefier would flow into the dies. When the wheels rotated and blocked the hopper exit, the 

remaining biomass settled into an arch over the opening. Then when the die passed beneath the 

hopper again, the flow of biomass was completely blocked.  

The silicon hopper was held at a fixed distance above the forming wheels by two 

setscrews. It was positioned such that the distance was as small as possible without interfering 

with the rotation of the wheels. Biomass was able to spill through this gap as the die cavities 

turned past the hopper exit. In an attempt to prevent this spilling, the setscrews were removed so 

the hopper rested on the forming wheels as they turned, eliminating the gap. Biomass continued 

to spill through and the hopper floated above the spilled volume, increasing the space and 

worsening the spill.  

 

Figure 23 – A compressed wedge of biomass formed from spillage between the hopper and 

die cavities. 

 

Examination of the cams indicated that the root cause of material spills was die 

movement before the hemispheres were aligned. The cams would engage the hemisphere dies too 

early in the rotation, pushing the biomass out instead of compressing it between the dies. The 
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biomass spilled onto the wheel faces and was compressed between them, forming a wedge and 

preventing the wheels from turning further.   

 

Figure 24 – The small radius of the wheels causes the cam (left) to engage the dies early in 

the rotation, before they are aligned (centre). This causes the dies to push the biomass out of 

the cavities (right), causing spillage.  

 

The packing method of forming a Q’ Pellet (instead of the curl of the offset die) was 

unproven when the machine was constructed. In the work by Duncan, experiments with 

hemispheres resulted in pellet failure at the equatorial plane. Torrefying the biomass to activate 

the lignin binders and compressing the pellet multiple times in different orientations, were steps 

intended to make compression with hemisphere dies possible. In practice, the packing method 

still requires a spherical semi-compressed pellet to be formed in the first compression, with 

sufficient binding strength to maintain its shape and mass through a subsequent compression 

stage. If there is too little compression, the sphere will not remain intact upon release from the 

forming wheel. If there is too much compression, the failure plane will form at the equator. The 

compression experienced by the pellet in the forming wheel is determined by the mass in the die 

cavities and the radius of the hemisphere dies, giving the initial density. Releasing an intact 

sphere from the forming wheels requires some ideal density, which remains unknown. It may 
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have been possible to add binding agents to assist with the process, but this was an undesirable 

option.  No mass loaded into the dies was found to produce an intact sphere suitable for further 

compressions.  

 

Figure 25 - The prototype torrefied hybrid poplar feedstock into material suitable for 

pelletization, but could not form an intact sphere suitable for further compressions 

(clockwise from top right). 

 

The dies were heated from inside the forming wheels, but a measurement of the 

hemisphere surface and the cavity wall temperatures showed that they were 190°C and 150°C, 

respectively. The silicon hopper which transported the biomass from the 280°C torrefier to the 

forming wheels was unheated and un-insulated. The biomass was able to cool rapidly during 
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transport between stages. Once the biomass is cooled from the torrefaction temperature, it must 

be reheated in excess of that temperature to be pelletized with active lignin binders. Otherwise, 

pelletization is not possible.  

For the prototype mechanism to be successful, it is believed that all four factors relating 

to the failure would need to be mitigated. The mechanism would need to be heated and insulated 

to maintain a process temperature suitable for lignin binders. The loading mechanism would need 

to be re-designed to ensure a consistent and correct mass entered the die. The radius of the wheels 

would have to increase until the cams engaged the dies when the two hemispheres were aligned 

and no spillage could occur. Also, the operating window for the density of an intact semi-

compressed pellet would need to be determined and the hemisphere dies sized as needed. The 

difficulty and expense of solving the first three of these problems, while relying on the unproven 

packing method to resolve the fourth, was excessive for the purpose of demonstrating a 

continuous mechanism of producing Q’ Pellets. The packing method of the prototype was hence 

abandoned in favour of the well-understood curl method used successfully by Duncan and 

Nicksy.  

The curl method of producing Q’ Pellets in the offset die uses a single linear compression to 

form the pellet, but had only been used with in-situ torrefaction or ex-situ torrefaction with 

intercooling. A process to torrefy biomass ex-situ and maintain a high temperature during 

transport to the die was needed. The offset die was also limited by the total disassembly needed to 

extract the formed pellet. To demonstrate a continuous process, some means of ejecting the 

formed pellet and readying the die to repeat the process was required. This gave two goals to 

accomplish through experimentation with the offset die:  
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1. Adapt the offset die to be repeatable in a reciprocating, linear compression similar to the 

hydraulic press used by Nicksy 

2. Demonstrate the ability to torrefy material in an external reactor (ex-situ) and transport 

the correct mass into a die without decreasing the temperature  

With the successful demonstration of each, these two goals could be combined to 

demonstrate a method for the continuous production of Q’ Pellets and inform the redesign of the 

proof of concept prototype mechanism. 

 

3.2 Development of a Repeatable Die 

The three process steps identified in the forming wheels of the prototype mechanism also 

apply to the offset die: material loading, material compression and pellet release (ejection). In the 

forming wheels, these steps occurred in sequence as the dies rotated through three positions. The 

offset die remains in a fixed position and the steps are applied to it (Figure 13). Material is loaded 

downwards from the top of the die and packed into the cavity. The punch is inserted and 

compressed in the same direction. Then the collar is removed and the channel and trough 

separated in the horizontal direction (perpendicular to the direction it was compressed) to release 

the pellet. To develop the die to be repeatable, three issues had to be overcome: insufficient 

volume of the die cavity, the similar location of the loading and compression steps, and the 

separation of the channel and trough required to remove the pellet.  

3.2.1 The Inverted Die 

A novel die design shown in Figure 26 and hereafter referred to as the inverted die, 

overcomes these barriers to repeatability. First, the height of the die was increased so that the 
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unpacked mass required for a pellet could be loaded into the cavity. Second, the channel and 

trough were separated into a third piece called the cap. The cap forms the lower hemisphere of the 

die, while the remaining channel, trough, and punch form the upper hemisphere when the die is 

fully compressed. A chamfer was added to the interior of the cap and to the exterior of the 

channel and trough so that the die would align under the force of compression. The cap was also 

expanded to include the upper portion of the collar so it would fit over the exposed upper die, 

further ensuring a good fit between the three parts. In this way, the cap could be removed to 

release the pellet, while the channel and trough remain together in the collar. The punch could be 

drawn back within the die to repeat a compression stroke.  

The final change made to the die design was to invert the assembly such that the punch 

compresses upwards and the cap is at the top. In this orientation, the punch can be drawn 

downwards to open the die cavity, but remain within the die. The cap can be removed to retrieve 

a formed pellet and new material loaded into the cavity. The cap would then be replaced on the 

die and the punch compressed upwards to form a Q’ Pellet. In this orientation, the loading and 

compression steps occur at opposing ends of the die and the punch does not have to be removed.  
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Figure 26 – The inverted die with the extended cavity, upward compression, and removable 

cap for loading and unloading. 

 

The new inverted die (after the final design change) was manufactured from M2 tool 

steel. It was intended to be an iterative prototype to demonstrate the concept of a repeatable 

mechanism, so the NEDOX® 10K3 engineered coating applied to the offset die by Nicksy was 

not used. Duncan was able to produce pellets without the coating, so the time and expense of the 

coating procedure were not deemed to be necessary. A base was also manufactured to suspend the 

die within a press so it remains stationary while the punch moves upwards. The bottom of the die 

sits in the base while the punch extends through a central hole.   
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3.2.2 Proof of Concept 

The inverted die was prepared for use by: assembling the die, preparing the temperature 

controller, and setting it in a hydraulic press. To assemble the components, the channel and 

trough were held in the collar by four setscrews. The bottoms of the three components sat flush to 

each other and were inserted into the base. The punch was inserted through the base and into the 

die.  

 

 

Figure 27 - The manufactured inverted die shown as disassembled parts. The channel and 

trough are combined and held in the collar with the punch inserted, the cap is placed on the 

top to complete the die, and then the assembly is held in the press by the base (left to right). 

The tape measure is in inches, for scale.  

 

An automatic temperature controller was used to maintain a set temperature, measured by 

a K-type thermocouple in a stainless steel sheath secured to the outer surface of the collar by a 

tightened hose-clamp. The controller heated the die using an electric heating tape wrapped around 

the exterior. An outer layer of insulation was held in place by two more hose-clamps.  
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Figure 28 – The inverted die with the heating tape wrapped around it, suspended in the 

hydraulic press (left). The die was insulated to maintain a high temperature (right). 

 

A frame to hold the inverted die was constructed around a hydraulic press. The base, in 

which the die sat, rested on two parallel, horizontal supports running through the press. The 

punch rested on the top surface of the hydraulic cylinder, to be compressed upwards. The top of 

the press was lowered until it contacted the cap, and was secured in place by the bolts on the two 

vertical posts.  
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Figure 29 – The horizontal frame that held the inverted die in the hydraulic press, 

compressing the punch upwards. 

 

To demonstrate that the inverted die was capable of producing a pellet, the in-situ method 

was used. The die was pre-heated to 280°C using the temperature controller, then slid along the 

horizontal supports, out from under the press. The cap was removed and 2 grams of hammer-

milled hybrid poplar was loaded into the die. The cap was then replaced and the die slid back into 

the press. The biomass was torrefied for 5 minutes and then compressed.  

To retrieve the pellet, the die was slid out from the press and the cap removed. In initial 

testing, this procedure was conducted several times and in each the pellet split upon removal. The 

light brown color and the lack of cohesion in the shell indicated that the material was under-

torrefied and the temperature on the interior of the die was notably below the set temperature. The 

un-insulated, extended punch acted as a cooling fin, lowering the temperature by convection. The 

base, contacting the hollow aluminum square tubes of the supporting frame conducted heat away 

from the die. The cap contacted the upper part of the cold press further reducing the temperature 
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by convection. The lower temperature reduced the availability of active lignin in the pellet, 

lowering the binding strength. When the inverted die was separated, the pellet was not strong 

enough to remain intact and split at the natural location, the equator. One pellet hemisphere 

remained in the die and the other in the removed cap.  

 

Figure 30 – The split pellet remaining in the inverted die. The light brown color indicates a 

low temperature in the die 

 

The insulation around the die had to be improved to achieve a level of torrefaction in the 

material sufficient to form a strong pellet. The supporting frame was discarded and the inverted 

die placed upside down such that it rested on the cap with the punch upwards in a similar 

orientation used in the offset die. A layer of insulation was placed between the cap and the press 

to limit heat transfer by conduction. Insulation was also wrapped around the punch to prevent 

convection. The in-situ procedure was repeated with the same process conditions: a preheated die 

at 280°C, 2 grams of hammer-milled hybrid poplar at ambient moisture content, and 5 minutes of 

residence time. Several pellets were successfully produced in this way. 
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Figure 31 - The inverted die with improved insulation and compressed downwards without 

the supporting frame (left). Pellets were successfully produced by torrefying in-situ (IS) in 

the inverted die (ID). 

 

Over-pressing the punch and letting the cap lift off of the die ejected the pellet; the punch 

acted as ejection pin to kick the pellet out of the die. The cap was lifted straight up (no twisting) 

and the pellet often fell out with no assistance. If the pellet remained in the hemisphere of the cap, 

it could be released by knocking the cap against a hard surface. If the cap was twisted as it was 

removed, there was a risk of shearing the equatorial plane and splitting the pellet.     
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Figure 32 – The in-situ pelletizing process conducted in the inverted die. Material is loaded 

(A) and torrefied with the cap on (B). The punch is compressed  (C) and then over-pressed, 

lifting the cap and intact pellet out of the die (D). 

 

3.2.3 Modifications to the Inverted Die  

Two modifications were made to the inverted die to demonstrate the repeatability of the 

mechanism: a die spring and an ejection pin.  

A new base was manufactured to support the die without the aluminum frame used 

previously. The base was a 101.6 mm square plate with a 12.7 mm hole drilled in the centre to a 

depth of 12.7 mm. The punch was placed in the hole and held by a setscrew. Four hex screws 

50.8 mm in length replaced the two setscrews at the top of the collar, which held the channel and 
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trough. The position of the four hex screws was rotated 45° around the collar so that no screw 

would hold the die at an edge where the channel and trough met. The hex screws were long 

enough to hold a shoulder around the collar. The die was placed upon the standing punch with a 

die spring between the plate and the shoulder. The die spring floated the die on the punch, 

keeping it extended. A sheath was held around the die spring by the four hex screws. The K-type 

thermocouple was secured to the exterior of the sheath by a hose-clamp, and the heating tape was 

wrapped over it. Insulation was wrapped and hose-clamped around the entire assembly. 

 

Figure 33 – The inverted die that has been modified to be repeatable. A standing punch 

supports a floating die with a shoulder and spring, all contained within a heated sheath (top 

left to right). The assembly is insulated and compressed in a hydraulic press (bottom left to 

right).   
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The cap was modified to include an ejection mechanism to prevent the pellet from 

sticking when removed. The ejection pin had to extend when the cap was no longer under 

compression, to kick out the formed pellet in preparation for another compression. To simulate a 

more complex mechanism, a 2.38 mm hole was drilled and tapped through the centre of the cap, 

and a screw inserted. When the die was compressed, the bottom of the screw sat flush with the 

interior of the hemisphere inside the cap. The screw was tightened after compression to protrude 

into the hemisphere and eject the formed pellet.   

Together, these two modifications to the inverted die simulated a repeatable process in a 

reciprocating mechanism. The plate was fixed to the bottom of the hydraulic press and insulated. 

The die was preheated to 280°C and 2 grams of material loaded, consistent with previous 

experiments. The cap was placed on the die and the material was allowed a residence time of 5 

minutes. In a production mechanism, the cap would be fixed to the overhead press and the 

material would be torrefied ex-situ, not requiring a residence time in the die. In this proof-of-

concept experiment, the cap had to be placed upon the die to separate oxygen from the torrefying 

sample.  

The hydraulic press applied force to the cap and the plate, compressing the die spring as 

the die slid over the punch. The die contacted the plate as the punch reached the top of the die and 

completed the compression of the pellet. The spring lifted the die off of the punch as the press 

was released, returning it to the original height and opening up the die cavity. The cap (which 

would be attached to the press) was lifted off of the die and the screw tightened to eject the pellet. 

At the end of this procedure, the die was in a position to press another pellet. The results of this 

experiment were mixed: the pellet remained intact but in the bottom portion of the die, and the die 

began to experience seizing issues.  
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Upon removing the cap, the pellet remained in the lower portion of the die. When 

removal of the pellet was attempted, it split along the equator. This was similar to early pellets 

produced when the aluminum frame supported the inverted die. This indicated that there was heat 

loss in the die, a theory supported by the light color of the pellet and the easy abrasion of the 

surface. Though the die was insulated, the addition of the die spring, shoulder and sheath 

increased: the volume of the die, the available surface area for heat loss, and the distance from the 

heating tape to the biomass. These three changes decreased the temperature within the die and, 

though the set point of the temperature controller was increased and insulation improved, the 

heating tape was not powerful enough to raise the temperature of the material to 280°C.  

 

Figure 34 – An intact but under-torrefied pellet produced in the repeatable inverted die.  

 

Though the pellet was under-torrefied, it remained intact because of the steps taken to aid 

the ejection. The ejection screw in the cap was tightened as the cap was lifted, preventing splitting 

by pushing the pellet out of the upper hemisphere of the die as it was removed. The pellet 
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remained in the lower portion of the die because the punch was retracted by the die spring instead 

of being over-pressed as in the previous experiment.  

The die began experiencing process issues in two ways during this experiment: the cap 

getting stuck on the die, and the punch binding inside the die. The die was cleaned of any residue 

material as it was assembled prior to heating. The running fit of both the cap and the punch were 

smooth and required little effort to move. As the die was heated, the fit between the parts became 

tighter and both the cap and the punch became difficult to move. After material was torrefied and 

compressed into a pellet, the fit of the punch and the cap became difficult to move without 

significant force applied with tools. The mechanism could still be compressed in the hydraulic 

press and expanded by the die spring while the cap could be removed with difficulty using 

channel locks and vice grips. The cap could no longer be removed after several repetitions of the 

procedure, even with tools; it was completely stuck over the channel and trough. Also, the die 

could be returned to its uncompressed height by the die spring, but could not be lifted any further 

off of the punch.  

To disassemble the die, it had to be cooled and pressed apart using the hydraulic press 

and lubricant. Damage was observed on the interior of the collar and the exterior surfaces of the 

channel and trough, in locations of the hex screw contact. Wear was also observed on the interior 

of the cap and in corresponding positions on the channel and trough. There was galling surface 

damage on the interior of the die and on the surface of the punch, mainly where the sides of the 

channel guide the punch. The leading edge of the punch on the trough side was worn down and 

bent slightly inwards. The surface on the interior of the trough also showed minor signs of 

galling. Corresponding damage was observed on the punch.  
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The damage to the die was filed down and polished to remove as much as possible, and 

lubrication was applied to the interior of the cap and the exterior of the punch. The lubricant had 

little effect and the die still seized after few repetitions of the pelletizing procedure.  

Replacing the collar with the original from the offset die prevented seizing. The original 

collar had a looser fit and held the channel and trough together with four setscrews, all of which 

were perpendicular to the contact face between the two halves of the die. The modified inverted 

die had a tighter fit and held the die together with six screws, of which two were perpendicular to 

the contact face and four were rotated by 45° to support the shoulder. The way the modified 

collar held the channel and trough is believed to be the cause of the seizing in the die. These 

issues, combined with the heat loss of the modified die, concluded experimentation with the 

repeatable mechanism, but served the purpose of demonstrating the viability of a continuous 

reciprocating process to form a high quality Q’ Pellet.  

3.2.4 Inverted Die used in Proof of Concept Experimentation 

The inverted die, with the collar from the offset die, was used to produce several pellets 

for ultimate and proximate analysis. The spring, base plate, shoulder and sheath were not used in 

the proof of concept tests as they resulted in an uncertain temperature and seizing issues with the 

die. Instead, the operations performed by the die spring and ejection pin were performed by hand 

to demonstrate the repeatable mechanism.   

The screw used as an ejection pin was also removed from the experiment. Repeated 

pelletizing procedures with the inverted die had caused residue to build up on the threads, and the 

screw would no longer turn. Instead of a screw, the hole in the cap remained empty during 

compression and then a small steel pin was inserted, pushing the pellet out of the cap as the cap 

was lifted. 
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Figure 35 - The inverted die (ID) used in the proof of concept experimentation. 

 

The inverted die was prepared by placing the channel and trough together in the cap. The 

collar used in the offset die was placed over the two die halves. The punch was partially inserted 

to ensure that the channel and trough were properly aligned and allowed the punch a running fit 

without seizing. The four setscrews were tightened, securing the die. The punch was removed and 

heated separately in an oven. A K-type thermocouple was fastened to the collar and a heating tape 

and insulation wrapped around it. Care was taken to ensure that a portion of the heating tape 

covered the cap. A separate piece of insulation covered cap so it could be removed and then 

replaced to simulate the repeatable process.  

The die was pre-heated using an automatic temperature controller. To ensure that the 

interior of the die reached the desired temperature, a second K-type thermocouple probe was 

used. The probe was inserted into the die cavity to measure the actual temperature of the interior 

surface. The set temperature of the controller, measured by the thermocouple on the exterior 

surface of the collar, was slowly increased until the interior temperature reached a steady state 

within 3°C of the desired torrefaction temperature. 
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Two grams of biomass were loaded into the preheated die. The pre-heated punch was 

removed from the oven and inserted into the die cavity to separate atmospheric oxygen from the 

sample. The biomass torrefied in-situ for 5 minutes and then the punch compressed in a hydraulic 

press. Without the base, a gauge mark on the punch, 12.7 mm from the end, indicated when the 

punch had reached the end of the stroke.  

The punch was over-pressed to eject the pellet, lifting the pellet and the cap off of the die. 

A small pin was manually inserted through the hole in the cap, and held the pellet on the punch as 

the cap was lifted off. The cap was then removed and the punch retracted back through the die. 

The top of the channel pushed the pellet off of the retracting punch. The cap was replaced and the 

punch returned to the oven until the procedure was repeated for another pellet.  

 

Figure 36 – The process of ejecting a pellet from the inverted die with an ejection pin (A). 

The punch is over-pressed (B) and the ejection pin lifts the cap off of the pellet (C). The cap 

is removed (D) and the punch retracted (E).  
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Figure 37 - A Q' Pellet formed by in-situ (IS) torrefaction in the inverted die (ID) 

 

The inverted die design was successfully demonstrated by the in-situ procedure in which 

the motions of the repeatable mechanism were carried out manually. When the inverted die was 

modified to be repeatable with a die spring, heat loss and seizing prevented a pellet from being 

formed but a repeatable, reciprocating mechanism was still demonstrated. It is the opinion of the 

author that the full mechanism with the die spring could produce pellets if the die was redesigned 

to omit the collar and better support the channel and trough, and if a more powerful heater was 

used to maintain the temperature on the interior of the die. Nevertheless, the experimentation 

shown herein demonstrates the concept of a repeatable mechanism, and achieves the first of the 

two goals set in the conclusion of the prototype machine assessment.   

 

3.3 Development of a Mechanism for High Temperature Transport 

Material handling issues identified in the loading of the prototype machine included heat 

loss during the transport from the torrefier to the dies, an inconsistent amount of material being 

loaded into the die cavities, and material spillage. Of these three issues, the inconsistent amount 
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of material being loaded into the die cavities was the largest barrier to producing Q’ Pellets of 

consistent quality, continuously. Material did not flow into the prototype die cavities because of 

arching in the hopper exit and passive loading due to gravity.  

3.3.1 Early Experimental Methods to Prevent Arching 

Similar issues were encountered when loading the offset die or the inverted die. A plastic 

funnel was inserted into the top of the die and material sprinkled into it at a rate slow enough to 

avoid arching over the funnel outlet. When arching occurred, the side of the funnel would have to 

be tapped until the arch was disrupted, or a thin object like a screwdriver or other long, narrow 

shaft would have to be inserted to push the blockage through the funnel outlet. From these 

methods used to load the die by hand, three solutions were proposed for a continuous mechanism 

of loading: aid the flow through the funnel with screens and vibrations, increase the cross 

sectional area of the die, or apply a force to load the material actively.  

3.3.1.1 Preventing Arching through Vibrations 

Arching occurs when the cross sectional area of a chute is reduced to a size through 

which a flow of material cannot pass. To aid the flow through the chute, the flow rate can be 

reduced and the material can be prevented from settling by applying vibrations to the chute walls. 

An experiment was conducted in which cooled, pre-torrefied material was evaluated for transport 

through a series of variable vibratory arrangements: a vibrating screen and a fixed funnel, a 

vibrating screen with a vibrating funnel, a vibrating screen with no funnel, and a vibrating funnel 

without a screen. Two screen sized were used (1.59 mm and 9.52 mm) to break up material, 

diffusing it and allowing it to pass through at a lower, more constant rate. The screen/funnel 

combinations experienced a wide range of vibrations through a horizontal shaker table fixed to 

the apparatus. Pre-torrefied material was used to represent the particle size of torrefied biomass at 
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a high temperature. The offset die was placed beneath the screen/funnel combinations to 

determine if it would fill with material passing through the apparatus. It was found that arching 

occurred most frequently in the vibrating funnel and least frequently with the vibrating funnel 

with the vibrating screen, though no combination prevented arching every time.  

3.3.1.2 Preventing Arching by Increasing the Loading Area  

The occurrence of arching could be avoided by widening the area at the outlet of the 

funnel, which is determined by the cross sectional area of the die cavity. The radius of the offset 

punch determines the area of the die cavity, as it compresses the pellet along the same axis as the 

material is loaded. If the material could be loaded into the trough in a direction perpendicular to 

the axis of compression, the outlet area of the chute could be given by the diameter of the pellet 

and the stroke of the die. A design was proposed in which the die was re-orientated so the 

compression occurs horizontally and the trough is allowed to slide in and out of the collar. 

Material would fall into a chute from above and fill the trough. Under compression, the trough 

would collapse into the collar, and then the punch into the complete die to form the pellet. The 

cap would then eject the pellet from the other end as the punch and trough extend to load more 

material. To prevent material from fouling surfaces, and excess material from entering the die, a 

brush or scraper blade would be placed on the die side of the chute, preventing any material not 

inside the channel from entering the die.  
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Figure 38 – The concept of loading material into the expanded area of the extended trough 

(A), which then collapses into the collar (B). The punch then forms a pellet in the completed 

die (C). 

 

A mock-up of this die configuration was built out of wood. The mock die loaded a 

consistent amount of material into the channel, but required a compression stroke twice that of the 

original die as the channel had to be pushed into the collar first, and then the punch had to be 

pushed through the completed die. There was concern that such an increase in stroke would 

reduce the efficiency of a reciprocating mechanism. This mechanism would also leave the 

channel and trough unsupported during the compression of the punch, and have considerable risk 

of spills and fouling on the surfaces between the die halves. For these reasons, this method of 

loading the die was deemed to problematic for further development.  

3.3.1.3 Active Loading  

Material loading could be aided by applying a force to pack the material into the die 

instead of passively loading it by gravity. Several methods of applying force are possible, 
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including packing with a ram (such as packing through the funnel with a screwdriver) or applying 

pneumatic pressure to the particles. Both of these methods were prototyped.  

To demonstrate pneumatic loading, the cap and the punch of the inverted die were 

removed. The rest of the die was placed inside a short length of pipe with a close fit around the 

die. A valve connected a hose to the bottom of the pipe with an airtight seal, and an air filter was 

placed between the die and the valve. The hose led to the inlet of the air compressor taken from 

the shaker table used previously. The plastic funnel was placed above the die so air would be 

drawn through it and downwards through the die cavity when the compressor was turned on. 

Small amounts of cold pre-torrefied material were placed into the funnel. The negative pressure 

in the die cavity caused by the compressor applied a force to the biomass particles, breaking any 

arches that may have formed over the funnel outlet.  

 

 

Figure 39 – The prototype used to demonstrate pneumatic loading, in which the compressor 

(left) drew loaded biomass through the die cavity until stopped by a filter (centre), 

preventing arching from occurring at the funnel outlet (right).  
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The pneumatic method of active loading consistently filled the die cavity with material at 

a cold temperature, but would have difficulties if used in a mechanism with high temperature 

biomass. The air would have to be replaced by an inert gas, and would be mix with VOCs when 

drawn through the die. The mixture may cause fouling in the compressor and any filters 

downstream of the torrefied material. Due to these issues, this method of loading was not 

developed further. 

When material is loaded into the offset die or the inverted die by hand, it has to be helped 

into the cavity by a small tool, such as a screwdriver or hex key. This step increases the density of 

the material, decreasing the volume needed in the die cavity, while preventing arching by 

applying a force to the material to push it through a decreased area. Packing material through the 

outlet of the funnel is an operation similar to the extrusion experienced by material in a pellet 

mill, the result of which is a densified cylinder of material with a smaller cross-sectional area than 

that of the die cavity. Two grams of extruded, cylindrical pellets can be loaded into the die with 

far greater ease than two grams of loose biomass particles.  

  A test was conducted to determine if biomass extruded in a previous compression (pre-

compressed material) could be formed into a Q’ Pellet. Two grams of conventional white pellets 

were torrefied in-situ with a pre-heated offset die. The pre-compressed material successfully 

formed an intact, torrefied spherical pellet.  

3.3.2 Torrefaction and Transport of White Pellets   

With the success of white pellets torrefied in-situ and compressed into a Q’ Pellet in the 

offset die, an apparatus was constructed to determine if white pellets could be torrefied ex-situ 

and transported into a pre-heated offset die. The apparatus consisted of a 203.2 mm length of 25.4 

mm diameter pipe with cap tightly fitted over one end to create an airtight seal. A K-Type 
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thermocouple was secured to the pipe with a hose-clamp, and a heating tape wrapped around the 

length of the pipe. The pipe was then wrapped with insulation held in place by two hose clamps. 

The pipe was held by a retort stand and heated to 280°C using an automatic temperature 

controller. The pipe was filled with a sample of pellets of unknown origin or prior conditioning, 

and a second cap was placed over the open end. The pipe was filled completely with pellets to 

displace as much oxygen as possible and prevent combustion. The second cap was not tightened 

to form an airtight seal so that the positive pressure inside the pipe, given by the heated VOC’s 

produced in torrefaction, could be released while preventing oxygen from entering the pipe. The 

pellets were suitably torrefied after 30 minutes inside the pipe.  

 

Figure 40 – The demonstration of ex-situ torrefaction and loading of white pellets. Pellets 

are heated in the pipe batch torrefier (left), and dropping onto the vibrating channel 

(centre). The pellets align and order themselves, dropping into the pelletizing die (right). 

 

When the pellets were fully torrefied, the loose fitting cap was removed and the pipe was 

tilted on the retort stand to deposit several pellets onto a tilted vibrating channel positioned below 

the pipe. The vibrating channel was constructed from a 609.6 mm length of aluminum angle bar 

held by the vibration table. The channel was tilted so that the high end was positioned below the 
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heated pipe and the low end was positioned in line with the cavity of the offset die. When the pipe 

was tilted and torrefied cylindrical pellets fell onto the vibrating channel, the vibrations aligned 

the length of the pellets with the length of the channel and ordered the pellets in a single line. The 

vibrations from the channel reduced the friction experienced by the pellets and they moved the 

length of the pipe in <3 seconds. The aligned, ordered pellets fell from the low end of the 

vibrating channel to fill the cavity of the offset die.  

The offset die was pre-heated to 280°C. The punch was heated to the same temperature 

separately in an oven. When the die cavity was filled with torrefied cylindrical pellets, the punch 

was inserted and the die was moved into a hydraulic press. There was no control over the mass of 

material loaded into the die in this experiment; as many torrefied white pellets as would fit in the 

die cavity were compressed into a Q’ Pellet. The high mass loaded into the die meant that the 

punch could not be pressed until flush with the die. Instead, it was compressed to a maximum 

force of 2 tons.  

 

Figure 41 - Ex-situ torrefaction of pellets (left) into fully torrefied cylinders (centre) and 

transported into the offset die for compression (right) without cooling between stages. The 

conditioning, including any prior heat treatment, of the feedstock pellets is unknown, but 

the experiment still demonstrates the concept.  
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This experiment successfully torrefied white pellets in an ex-situ reactor, transported 

them into a die, and compressed them. The resulting pellets were not perfectly spherical, 

extending up into the die cavity because of the uncontrolled, high mass loaded into the die. 

However, the pellets did exhibit the hard, cohesive shell characteristic of the Q’ Pellet. This result 

indicates that Q’ Pellets could be produced in this manner if the loaded mass could be controlled. 

Two methods were proposed to control the mass loaded into the die cavity: setting the height of 

the cavity and creating pre-compressed cylinders of known dimensions. Setting the height of the 

die could be accomplished in the inverted die design where the punch can be drawn back to an 

adjustable height, controlling the number of torrefied pre-compressed pellets that could fit inside. 

To create torrefied, pre-compressed material of known dimensions, a die was built to torrefy and 

extrude a known mass of loose biomass feedstock.  

3.3.3 The Extrusion Die and the Ex-Situ Procedure  

To simulate a continuous process with pre-compression beginning from hammer-milled 

material, an extrusion die was built to replace the pipe torrefier and the vibrating channel of the 

previous experiment. The pipe torrefier used white pellets of an unknown source to demonstrate 

that material could be transported into the offset die, but the masses of the resulting spherical 

pellets were out of control. Also, though the torrefied cylindrical pellets moved quickly along the 

vibrating channel and combustion did not occur, exposure to oxygen in the ambient atmosphere 

was undesirable. The extrusion die torrefied a known mass of hammer-milled hybrid poplar, and 

extruded the sample into a cylindrical pre-compressed charge. The offset die was placed directly 

below, so the charge would immediately enter the die cavity with limited exposure to oxygen and 

chance of combustion.  
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Figure 42 – The extrusion die, which torrefies feedstock inside the cylinder and compresses 

it through the plate. 

 

The extrusion die and the offset die were both heated using automatic temperature 

controllers, K-type thermocouples, and heating tapes wrapped around the exterior surfaces. A 

second thermocouple probe was used to measure the temperature of the die cavity, while the set 

point of the temperature controller was slowly increased. The temperature of the exterior die 

surface was increased until the steady state temperature of the die cavity was within 3°C of the 

temperature required.  
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Figure 43 – The ex-Situ (ES) torrefaction and pre-compression (PC) of biomass in the 

extrusion die. The extrusion die and offset die are supported in a hydraulic press (A) with 

the offset die positioned below (B, C). A layer of insulation (D) between the dies (E) prevents 

exposure to oxygen. Both dies are wrapped with insulation to maintain a high temperature 

(F) 

 

To form a Q’ Pellet with the extrusion die, 2 grams of hammer-milled hybrid poplar 

biomass were measured and loaded into the top of the extrusion die. The punch of the extrusion 

die was placed on top of the biomass to separate it from oxygen. The biomass was torrefied for 5 

minutes, and was then extruded through the plate. The portion of the first charge that was 

extruded beyond the plate was discarded, and the process was repeated. When the biomass is 

(A) (B) (C) 

(D) (E) (F) 
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extruded, the compressed charge breaks off at the end of the plate, but a part of the compressed 

sample remains in the die, already torrefied for 5 minutes. When a second sample is torrefied for 

5 minutes and compressed, the residue in the plate from the first sample has been torrefied for 10 

minutes, longer than the rest of the sample. If the first sample had been pelletized, the plate 

residue from a previous sample would have formed part of the pellet. The total residence time of 

the plate residue varied widely, and so for experimental purposes was discarded to ensure 

consistency between the pellets.  

 

Figure 44 - The first charge heated and pre-compressed in the extrusion die. Biomass is 

loaded into the die (A), torrefied (B) and compressed (C) though the plate.  
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Figure 45 –When the biomass is loaded for a second pre-compression (A), some residue 

remains in the plate from the previous compression. The residue is torrefied for longer (B) 

and is extruded with the second charge into the offset die (C) 

  

The second sample was extruded with the pre-heated offset die set beneath it. A layer of 

insulation was placed between the two dies to form a seal, inhibiting oxygen from entering the 

die. The extruded charge fell directly into the offset die. The extrusion die was pushed to the side 

to shear any material hanging from the plate. The offset die was then placed in a separate 

hydraulic press and pelletized immediately.  
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Figure 46 – A Q' Pellet produced by torrefying material ex-situ (ES), pre-compressing it 

through the extrusion die (PC) and pelletizing it in the offset die (D) without intercooling. 

 

Several Q’ Pellets were produced by this method of torrefying and pre-compressing 

biomass in an extrusion die. This demonstrated the ability to transport material into a pelletizing 

die without inter-stage cooling and reheating. This satisfies the second goal set out in the 

requirements established from the assessment of the rotary prototype.  

 

3.4 Combination of Inverted Die and Pre-Compression Method 

A completed mechanism to produce Q’ Pellets continuously was created by combining 

the inverted die with the ex-situ, pre-compression method demonstrated by the extrusion die. The 

combination of these solutions resolves both of the goals set out by the assessment of the rotary 

prototype, in a single mechanism.  

Some imperfections were observed in the pellets produced by this apparatus. Though the 

pellets remained intact upon removal from the inverted die, they showed cracks around the 

equator and flash between the cap and the die. This indicated that the die was not properly 

secured under compression.  
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Figure 47 – A Q' Pellet produced by torrefying ex-situ (ES) and pre-compressing (PC) into 

the inverted die (ID) for pelletizing, with cracks and weakness around the equator. 

 

A theory was proposed attributing the issues to the ability of the die to separate from the 

cap slightly, allowing biomass material to exude into the separation, thus forming “flash”. Flash 

is the thin layer created when compressed material is able to leak between two surfaces of a die at 

the parting line. Flash should not occur in a properly specified production die, and indicates wear, 

process issues, or an unsecured die when it is observed. The looseness in the die prevented the 

level of compression needed to form strong mechanical bonds between the biomass particles. 

Cracks formed in this area of weakness, around the equator where the cap and the rest of the die 

met.  
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Figure 48 - The inverted die (A) allows the die to lift slightly off of the cap, reducing the 

compression experienced by the pellet. Clamping the die (B) in the hydraulic press resolved 

the issue (right). 

 

This issue was resolved by more firmly clamping the die and cap together prior to 

compression, simulating a manufacturing press arrangement. Material was torrefied and pre-

compressed through the extrusion die, into the inverted die on a standing hydraulic press. The 

punch was heated separately in an oven and placed in the die after the extruded material was 

loaded. The assembled inverted die was moved to a second standing press, with a smaller 

hydraulic press positioned within it. The inverted die was placed in the hydraulic press and the 

top of the press lowered until it rested upon the die. The bolts on the upright posts were tightened, 

clamping the hydraulic press over the die ensuring that no movement could occur. The top of the 

press was lowered so the punch, protruding from the top of the die, passed through the central 

hole. Force was applied to the punch through the hole by the standing press.  
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Figure 49 – Q' Pellets produced from the optimized, ex-situ procedure (ESPC-ID (Opt)), 

with no cracks or shell weaknesses around the equator. 

 

To further ensure that a cohesive shell was formed in the clamped die, the residence time 

for the torrefied material was increased to 10 minutes. With these changes, the combined ex-situ 

procedure and the inverted die were optimized to produce quality pellets. The experimental 

progression was designed based on ongoing outcomes, targeting continuous improvement in 

pellet quality, thereby optimizing the process.  

 

3.5 Test Procedures for Pellet Sample Groups 

Through the experimental methods shown, the production of Q’ Pellets in a repeatable, 

ex-situ process without intercooling, was developed from the in-situ method of Duncan and 

Nicksy. Seven groups of pellets were made to show that the quality of the Q’ Pellets remained 

consistent regardless of the process by which they was formed, and to compare to the Q’ Pellets 

produced by Nicksy in the literature [38].  

The feedstock for every process was the same hybrid poplar feedstock used by Nicksy, 

and also used through the development of the procedures. The feedstock was previously hammer 
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milled to pass through a screen of 3.55 mm. The biomass samples were not sorted by particle size 

and contained dust and smaller particles. This was consistent with the recommendations of 

Nicksy, which state that dust and smaller particle sizes contribute to a cohesive shell with high 

quality sheen [38].  

The biomass feedstock was stored in a sealed, 5 gallon bucket but was frequently opened 

and exposed to the atmospheric conditions in the lab. Through the period of testing, the air in the 

lab remained consistently at 23 ± 1°C and 27 ± 1% relative humidity. No drying was done to the 

feedstock prior to its use in the pelletizing procedures. Control samples of raw biomass were 

collected prior to conducting each pelletizing procedure.  

 

Table 6 –Feedstock Condition of the hybrid poplar used in the proof of concept 

experimentation 

Condition Measurement 

Biomass Type Hybrid Poplar 

Size Hammer-milled (<3.55 mm) 

Ambient Temperature 23 ± 1°C 

Relative Humidity 27 ± 1% 

Loaded Mass 2 grams 

 

A sample group of three pellets was produced from each combination of in-situ (IS) and 

ex-situ torrefaction with pre-compression (ESPC), with the offset die (D) and the inverted die 

(ID). This gave four pelletizing procedures representing the transition from the work of Duncan 

and Nicksy to a procedure representative of a repeatable, reciprocating mechanism using pre-

compressed torrefied material without intercooling. An intermediate procedure was also 

introduced, in which material was pre-compressed into white pellets in the unheated extrusion 
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die. Two grams of pre-compressed material was then measured and used as the feedstock for the 

in-situ procedure with the offset die (ISPC).   

 

 
Figure 50 - Five sample groups, each consisting of three pellets, were made through 

combinations of in-situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction with the offset die (D) and the 

inverted die (ID) 

 

The in-situ procedure was repeated with the clamped inverted die and the increased 

residence time of 10 minutes to obtain a sixth sample group of pellets (IS-ID (Opt)). The ex-situ, 
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pre-compression procedure was also repeated with the optimized changes to produce a seventh 

sample group of pellets (ESPC-ID (Opt)).   

 
Figure 51 - Two additional sample groups of pellets were produced from the clamped 

inverted die (ID (Opt)) with the in-situ (IS) and ex-situ methods (ESPC) 

 

To determine the effect of the pelletizing mechanism on final pellet quality, the 

temperature and residence time of the feedstock was held as constant as possible throughout the 

first five (un-optimized) procedures. The procedures were developed experimentally using the 

nominal temperature of 280°C. However, Q’ Pellets have been produced through a torrefaction 

operating window of 250 - 280°C as long as the pelletization occurs at the same temperature or 

higher [38]. At temperatures higher than 280°C, decomposition of the lignin content begins to 

occur, decreasing the availability of active binders to the detriment of pellet quality. Torrefaction 
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at 280°C is at the upper limit of the operating window and Nicksy indicated that ex-situ 

torrefaction should occur at a lower temperature (between 240°C and 260°C was recommended) 

so that pelletization could occur at a higher temperature. Pelletization with in-situ torrefaction 

must occur at the same temperature, while ex-situ procedures can torrefy and pelletize at different 

temperatures. To eliminate variability in the conditions experienced by the biomass, a mean 

temperature of 270°C and a total residence time of 5 minutes was used for both in-situ and ex-situ 

methods.  

The fully combined procedure conducted with a clamped die and increased residence 

time to optimize the quality of the pellet shell, was an intended redundancy and allowed to differ 

from the first five procedures. The pelletizing temperature of the inverted die was increased to 

280°C, a temperature in excess of the torrefaction temperature, to ensure that a quality shell was 

formed. The conditions for each pelletizing procedure are shown below in Table 7.   

 

Table 7 – The process conditions under which each pellet sample group was made 

Procedure Extrusion 
Temperature 

Extrusion Die 
Residence Time 

Pelletizing 
Temperature 

Die Residence 
Time 

IS-D - - 270 5 min 

IS-ID - - 270 5 min 

ISPC-D Ambient 
Temperature - 270 5 min 

ESPC-D 270 5 min 270 - 

ESPC-ID 270 5 min 270 - 

IS-ID (Opt) - 10 min 280 - 

ESPC-ID 
(Opt) 270 10 min 280 - 
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Three pellets were produced in each of the seven procedures above, giving a total of 

twenty-one pellets for assessment. If the process was successfully developed into an ex-situ, 

repeatable process, than there should be no significant differences in the pellets produced from 

each. For this assessment, the groups of pellets were sent to SGS North America Materials 

Testing Lab in South Holland, Illinois. There, one randomly selected pellet from each sample 

group underwent ultimate analysis while the other two pellets from each group underwent a 

‘short’ proximate analysis to assess the ash content, moisture content, and calorific value. Two 

control samples of raw hybrid poplar were also sent for ultimate analysis. SGS conducted the 

testing in accordance with the standards shown in Table 8.  

 

Table 8 – The testing standards performed by SGS North America 

Measurement Ultimate Proximate 

Moisture, Total % ASTM D4443-A ASTM D4442-A 

Ash % ASTM D1102 ASTM D1102 

Sulphur % ASTM D4239-A ASTM D4239-A 

Calorific Value Btu/lb. ASTM D5865 ASTM D5865 

Carbon % ASTM D5373  

Hydrogen % ASTM D5373  

Nitrogen % ASTM D5373  

Oxygen % ASTM D5373 (By Diff.)  
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Chapter 4 

Presentation and Discussion of Results 

The Q’ Pellets were assessed using the metrics for fuel assessment presented in Chapter 

2. Measurements of the three pellets in each sample group were averaged to obtain a single 

measure with standard deviation for each process variant.  

4.1 Physical Assessment of Q’ Pellet Samples  

The physical characteristics of the pellets were assessed by the change in mass as the 

sample was pelletized, and then the mass removed from abrasion and flash. Three masses were 

recorded for each pellet: the loaded mass, the pellet mass with flashing, and the final pellet mass. 

The mass of the biomass feedstock entering the process was recorded as the loaded mass. The 

total pellet mass was measured with flash and any residue material. This measurement was taken 

after the pellet was cooled to room temperature. The cooled pellet was then shaken in a glass vial 

for 15 seconds to remove any flash or weaknesses in the shell, and the final mass measured again. 

The three masses of each sample group were averaged to obtain a single representative measure 

for the process with a standard deviation.  
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Table 9 - The changing mass of each pellet sample group through the pelletizing process. 

The sample groups use combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID) with in-

situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction methods. Additional optimized (Opt) procedures 

were also conducted.  

Sample 
Group 

Loaded Mass (g) Initial Pellet Mass (g) Final Pellet Mass (g) 

Average STD Average STD Average STD 

IS-D 2.042 0.041 1.590 0.047 1.560 0.031 

IS-ID 2.077 0.043 1.516 0.015 1.494 0.015 

ISPC-D 2.047 0.040 1.619 0.025 1.579 0.015 

ESPC-D 2.044 0.006 1.545 0.057 1.530 0.048 

ESPC-ID 2.122 0.112 1.476 0.112 1.457 0.122 

IS-ID (Opt) 2.031 0.022 1.437 0.006 1.433 0.008 

ESPC-ID 
(Opt) 

2.079 0.032 1.465 0.032 1.464 0.032 

 

The reduction between the loaded mass and the initial pellet mass was calculated as a 

percentage change. This indicates the mass lost during the torrefaction process. The percentage 

change between the initial pellet and the final pellet masses gives an indication of the shell 

quality, as a pellet with high mechanical durability has less mass removed by abrasion.  

%  𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 = (𝒎𝟏!𝒎𝟐)
𝒎𝟏

         (4.1)  

 

4.1.1 Grindability 

Grindability is the ease by which the pellet can be crushed, or the friability of the 

material. Section 2.1.1.2 indicates that grindability is assessed in the literature by final particle 

size or energy consumption, but neither method is suitable for the small pellet groups produced. 

Instead, a sense of the friability of the pellet can be inferred from the level of torrefaction. The 
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degradation of the cellular structure through torrefaction makes biomass particles brittle and more 

easily pulverized in mills. The level of torrefaction gives an indication of the level of cellular 

degradation experienced by the biomass and thus an indication of the friability of the pellet. 

During torrefaction a large portion of the hemicellulose content is removed as VOCs, and there is 

a reduction in mass. Comparing the change in mass between the loaded (raw) biomass and the 

initial (torrefied) pellet mass indicates the extent of the torrefaction.  

 

Table 10 – The average mass lost through torrefaction in each pellet sample group. Sample 

groups were produced using combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID) 

with in-situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction methods. Additional optimized (Opt) 

procedures were also conducted. 

Sample Group IS-D IS-ID ISPC-D ESPC-D ESPC-ID IS-ID 
(Opt) 

ESPC-ID 
(Opt) 

Nicksy
[38] 

Average (%) 22 27 21 24 30 29 30 30 

STD 1.01 0.82 1.10 2.85 5.12 0.97 1.75  

 

The mass lost in torrefaction was compared to a baseline value given by Nicksy, who 

torrefied material at 270°C in a batch torrefier and found that the mass was reduced by 30% when 

the material was suitably torrefied. None of the average values of the sample groups exceeded 

30%, though the ESPC-ID and the ESPC-ID (Opt) groups were equal to it and had standard 

deviations of 5.12 and 1.75, respectively. All of the sample groups exceeded a mass lost of 20%, 

indicating that all of the pellets were suitably torrefied and consistent with literature results of 20-

30% mass loss.    

The procedures involving the inverted die (ID) tended to reduce the mass through 

torrefaction more than the procedures performed with the offset die (D). This is attributed to the 

added steps of replicating an ejection mechanism using hand tools. The time to complete the 
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ejection procedure in the inverted die was greater than the time needed to remove the offset die 

from the collar and split it apart to retrieve the pellet. This time needed to eject the pellet from the 

inverted die was approximately 1-2 minutes, during which time the pellet continued to be 

exposed to the high temperature of the die. Additionally, the previously described “wear and tear” 

damage sustained by the inverted die often caused complications during the pelletization, 

contributing to the error in the total residence time experienced by the biomass.   

The ex-situ, pre-compression (ESPC) method also tended to yield pellets with a greater 

variability in the mass lost. The three procedures using the ex-situ method have standard 

deviations of 2.85, 5.12, and 1.75, while the in-situ (IS) methods did not exceed a standard 

deviation of 1.1. When material is torrefied in the in-situ procedure, there is only one temperature 

and residence time to manage. When the material is torrefied in a separate stage and transported, 

there is a second temperature and residence time to manage, and the error in time and temperature 

is compounded. The compounded error increases the variability in the residence time and 

temperature experienced by the biomass, giving a higher standard deviation through the sample 

groups. Though standard deviations were based on sample sizes of three pellets, the results are 

sufficient to indicate process control.  

The assumption was also made that the mass of material exiting the extrusion die as a 

pre-compressed charge was constant because a similar mass of raw feedstock was loaded every 

time. While this assumption was valid and produced good experimental results, there was likely 

some variation in the actual mass entering the pelletizing die, introducing another source of error 

and increasing the standard deviation of the ESPC sample groups.  

4.1.2 Mechanical Durability 

Abrasion of the conventional biomass pellets produces fines and creates an explosion 

hazard during storage and handling. Abrasion resistance in a Q’ Pellet is the result of a high 
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quality shell given by active lignin binders forming strong mechanical linkages under 

compression in a well fitting die, giving virtually no flakes. Pellets produced in the sample groups 

were shaken vigorously in a glass vial for 15 seconds. During this time, any weaknesses in the 

shell would abrade to produce fines, and flash would be removed. After the test, the pellets were 

weighed again without the removed material. The mass lost during this test gives in indication of 

the shell quality.    

While this method of testing the mechanical durability is not standardized and was 

conducted with a small sample size, it served to give an indication of the mechanical durability of 

the seven pellet groups. Every effort was made to shake the glass vials in the same way to limit 

variation in the results. Nicksy used this method to remove flash but did not measure the change 

in pellet mass, so no comparison to prior work is made.  

 

Table 11 - The average mass removed for each pellet sample group in the shaken vial, due 

to flashing and abrasion. Pellet groups were produced using combinations of the offset die 

(D) and the inverted die (ID) with in-situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction methods. 

Additional optimized (Opt) procedures were also conducted. 

Sample Group IS-D IS-ID ISPC-D ESPC-D ESPC-ID IS-ID (Opt) ESPC-ID (Opt) 

Average (%) 1.88 1.47 2.51 1.02 1.29 0.29 0.08 
STD 1.08 0.47 0.78 0.57 0.81 0.16 0.01 

 

Some mass removed was observed in the un-optimized process methods. This was the 

result of larger tolerance in the offset die, damage to the inverted die, and pelletizing at a constant 

temperature of 270°C.  

The offset die was manufactured with a fit of 0.254 mm between the punch and the 

channel. The space allowed flash to form under compression. Duncan noted that he had to 
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remove the flash of the pellets with a fine knife blade, while Nicksy removed flash using the 

shaken glass vial. Both Duncan and Nicksy removed the flash prior to conducting other abrasion 

tests, so it was not included in the results. Here, the flash resulting from the two dies is of interest 

to future die designs, so is included in the mass lost from the shell following pelletization.  

The inverted die was manufactured to a clearance of 0.127 mm between the punch and 

the channel. In the original die condition, the tighter fit eliminated the observed flash, compared 

to the offset die.  Damage sustained by the leading edge of the punch after extended use induced a 

small degree of flashing.  

The temperature of the un-optimized processes was held constant at 270°C for a 

residence time of 5 minutes for both the in-situ processes and the ex-situ processes. The lower 

temperature tended to give a lower level of torrefaction, and a lower proportion of lignin binders 

for the mass of the pellet. Less available binders at a lower temperature are not as able to form the 

strong mechanical linkages in a durable shell.  

The optimized procedures indicated a very low amount of mass removed by abrasion and 

flashing; <0.1%. This was the result of the steps taken in optimizing the procedure to prevent the 

cracking observed around the equator of the pellets. These changes made to the process - 

clamping the die, refinishing the punch, increasing the torrefaction residence time, and raising the 

pelletizing temperature - promoted active lignin content and formed a strong shell under 

compression. Sample groups of pellets produced by this method showed negligible flash and 

minimal mass lost in abrasion testing.  

A pellet produced in the ESPC-ID (Opt) method was subjected to the same tumbling test 

used by both Duncan and Nicksy. Their prior research demonstrated that Q’ Pellets had 

exceptional mechanical durability; a PDI reported as 100%. It should be noted that in these prior 

tests flash was removed from the pellet before tumbling. In the current research, any flash was 
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left on the pellet in order to produce exact results. The ESPC-ID (Opt) pellet (including any 

present flash), along with 20 glass marbles, was placed in a rock polisher for 1 hour. The initial 

mass of the pellet was 1.3865 grams and the final mass was 1.3846 grams, a reduction of 0.14%. 

This gives a PDI of 99.86%. The European Pellet Standards (EU 14961-1) require that pellets 

achieve a mechanical durability of >95%, while the highest classification of pellets must achieve 

a PDI >97.5% [37]. The results shown here indicate that the Q’ Pellet is extremely durable and 

arguably superior to pellets currently on the market.  

The small reduction of mass during PDI assessment came from two locations on the 

pellet. First, the area where the punch compressed the pellet showed a small indent. This is where 

the punch was ground down to eliminate damage, giving a wider leading edge and leaving a ridge 

in the pellet shell. Second, the hole for the ejection pin was not filled during compression, giving 

a weak spot in the shell. Abrasion at both locations results from die design and manufacturing and 

could be fixed by remaking the die.  

4.1.3 Water Submersion Test 

A significant benefit of the Q’ Pellet is the hydrophobic shell, best shown by Duncan in a 

submersion test. A single Q’ Pellet was submerged in a glass of water for 24 hours. The pellet 

maintained its shape and integrity and, once removed, it dried to within 5% of the initial mass. 

This test was replicated with a single pellet produced by the ESPC-ID (Opt) method. The initial 

mass of the pellet was 1.5327 grams. When removed from the water it had a mass of 1.7173 

grams and air dried to 1.6314 grams in 1 hour, a 6.2% increase from the original mass. As this 

test was conducted with a single pellet, the statistical significance of this increase is unknown. 

While this increase from the Duncan pellet is minimal, it may be a result of the pellet absorbing 

moisture at a known and correctable minor inconsistency in the shell, which results from 

approximating an ejection pin with hand tools.  
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The ejection pin was absent when the pellets were compressed, allowing some material to 

flash up into the empty ejector hole. To remove the pellet from the cap, a pin was tapped through 

the hole, breaking the flash and exposing a vulnerable spot in the hydrophobic shell. If a fitted 

ejection pin resided in the hole to complete the hemisphere during compression, as would be the 

case in a production die, flashing would likely not occur and the shell would remain intact.  

 

4.2  Chemical Assessment of Q’ Pellet Samples  

 

The results of the ultimate and proximate analysis performed by SGS North America 

were given on an as received and total dry basis, both shown in the tables below. The results for 

the three pellets in each group (and the two samples of raw biomass as a control) were averaged 

to gain single assessment of each process. The units of the gross calorific value were also 

converted from Btu/lb. to MJ/kg for consistency and comparison to Nicksy. Nicksy used sample 

sizes of ten pellets made form both raw (Untreated) and cooled, torrefied (Pre-Treated) material. 

Due to financial limitations and the number of sample groups in this work, sample sizes were 

limited to three pellets. Though statistical results are influenced by the small sample size, it is 

sufficient to suggest the trend of the results, and indicate process control. The full table of results 

can be viewed in Appendix A. 
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Table 12 – Averaged results of chemical analysis for each pellet sample group, compared 

with the control group and Nicksy, on an as received basis [38]. Sample groups were 

produced using combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID) with in-situ (IS) 

and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction methods. Additional optimized (Opt) procedures were also 

conducted. 

As Received Basis 

Sample Group 
% 

Moisture 
% 

Ash 
GCV 

(MJ/kg) 
% C % H % O % N % S 

Control (Raw Biomass) 6.49 2.69 18.15 46.67 5.42 38.04 0.65 0.05 
Nicksy Untreated 2.8 2.36 20.19 53.18 5.66 35.35 0.01 0.02 
Nicksy Pre-Treated 2.68 3.48 19.94 53.32 5.23 34.87 0.41 0.02 
IS-D 2.41 2.88 19.87 54.44 5.72 34.00 0.61 0.05 
IS-ID 2.29 3.10 20.92 55.28 5.43 33.33 0.72 0.06 
ISPC-D 2.36 2.35 20.05 52.65 5.37 36.74 0.61 0.05 
ESPC-D 2.45 3.18 21.12 53.70 5.10 34.36 0.69 0.04 
ESPC-ID 2.57 2.83 21.14 54.85 5.42 33.72 0.61 0.04 
IS-ID (Opt) 2.46 3.10 21.46 54.21 5.30 34.38 0.46 0.04 
ESPC-ID (Opt) 2.33 3.35 21.53 56.21 5.34 32.73 0.54 0.04 
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Table 13 – Averaged results of chemical analysis for each pellet sample group, compared 

with the control group and Nicksy, shown on a dry basis [38]. Sample groups were 

produced using combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID) with in-situ (IS) 

and ex-situ (ESPC) torrefaction methods. Additional optimized (Opt) procedures were also 

conducted. 

Total Dry Basis 

Sample Group % Ash 
GCV 

(MJ/kg) 
% C % H % O % N % S 

Control (Raw Biomass) 2.88 19.41 49.91 5.80 40.28 0.69 0.06 
Nicksy Untreated 2.42 21.29 55.36 5.83 36.37 0.01 0.02 
Nicksy Pre-Treated 3.58 21.25 54.78 5.38 35.82 0.42 0.02 
IS-D 2.93 20.36 55.84 5.87 34.86 0.63 0.05 
IS-ID 3.18 20.76 56.54 5.55 34.09 0.73 0.06 
ISPC-D 2.41 20.53 53.87 5.49 37.61 0.62 0.05 
ESPC-D 3.26 21.65 55.15 5.24 35.30 0.70 0.05 
ESPC-ID 2.90 21.70 56.22 5.56 34.57 0.62 0.04 
IS-ID (Opt) 3.18 22.00 55.48 5.42 35.18 0.47 0.04 
ESPC-ID (Opt) 3.43 22.04 57.39 5.45 33.42 0.55 0.05 
 

4.2.1 Moisture Content 

All of the sample groups of pellets were produced from the same feedstock, at ambient 

moisture conditions. Three vials of feedstock were taken as a control sample prior to every 

experiment. Two of these control vials were assumed to be representative of the all of the 

feedstock, and were sent for ultimate analysis. The results show that the moisture in the feedstock 

biomass was an average of 6.49 wt% (ar). The moisture content of the pellet groups remained 

between 2 and 3 wt% (ar).  
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Figure 52 – Averaged moisture content (ar) for each pellet sample group. The error bars 

are the standard deviations of the pellet groups and the percent differences from the 

untreated pellet results by Nicksy are plotted as a line. Pellet groups were produced from 

combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID), with the in-situ (IS) and ex-situ 

(ESPC) methods. Additional groups were produced with the optimized (Opt) apparatus.  

 

The moisture content of all of the pellet sample groups was comparable to the pellets 

produced by Nicksy, which also contained moisture between 2 and 3 wt% (ar). Nicksy produced 

pellets from bone-dry feedstock with no moisture content and yet the results of the ultimate 

analysis are similar, indicating that the pellets must have absorbed moisture prior to testing. This 

may have occurred when the pellets were prepared for testing and shipped to the SGS laboratory. 

Nicksy prepared pellets for testing by crushing and packaging them, exposing the interior of the 

pellet to ambient moisture. The pellets produced in this work were packaged intact, maintaining 

the hydrophobic integrity of the pellet shell. The pellets were crushed and prepared for testing at 

SGS, immediately prior to performing the destructive testing.  
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4.2.2 Ash Content  

The average ash content of the pellet sample groups remained between 2.4 and 3.6 wt% 

(db), consistently within the standard deviation of the pellet groups, shown as the error bars on 

Figure 53. This indicated that the ash content of the biomass remained unchanged, as expected.  

 

Figure 53 –The ash content (db) for each pellet sample group The error bars are the 

standard deviations in the sample groups and the percent differences from the untreated 

results of Nicksy are plotted as a line. Pellet groups were produced from combinations of 

the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID), with the in-situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) methods. 

Additional groups were produced with the optimized (Opt) apparatus.  

 

4.2.3 Elemental Analysis  

The H/C and the O/C ratios were calculated from the percentage content of each element 

on a dry basis. These ratios correspond well to the average mass lost to torrefaction, showing that 

the ISPC-D procedure retained the highest content of oxygen while only losing 21% of mass 

during torrefaction, the lowest level of all the procedures. When biomass is torrefied, mass is lost 
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from decomposition of hemicellulose, the constituent containing the most oxygen. The pre-

compressed, untorrefied biomass was densified into cylinders before being heated in the die, 

reducing the total surface area of the biomass particles and retarding the heating rate.  

 

Figure 54 - The elemental ratios of hydrogen to carbon (H/C) and oxygen to carbon (O/C) 

for each of the pellet sample groups calculated from the wt% (db), compared with the 

control feedstock and the results from Nicksy [38]. Pellet groups were produced from 

combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID), with the in-situ (IS) and ex-situ 

(ESPC) methods. Additional groups were produced with the optimized (Opt) apparatus.  

 

The inverted die consistently yielded pellets with a lower O/C ratio than the offset die 

used in the same process. The IS-ID procedure gives a lower O/C ratio than IS-D procedure, and 

the ESPC-ID procedure shows a similar relationship with the ESPC-D procedure. This shows the 

increased level of torrefaction and release of oxygen from the hemicellulose constituent, allowed 

by the additional steps of the inverted die.  
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4.2.4 Heating Value  

The heating values of the fuel pellets were assessed as a higher heating value, or gross 

calorific value. The control feedstock had an average GCV of 19.41 MJ/kg (db) and a standard 

deviation of 0.05 MJ/kg (db). The close standard deviation is sensible, as it indicates consistency 

through the feedstock. The GCV reported by Nicksy for pellets produced from untreated (raw) 

biomass was 21.29 MJ/kg (db) with a standard deviation of 0.08 MJ/kg (db). This value is the 

average of ten pellets, and is used as a benchmark for comparison of the pellets produced in this 

work.  

 

Figure 55 – The gross calorific value (GCV) of each pellet sample group on a dry basis. The 

error bars are the standard deviations of the samples and the percent differences from the 

results of Nicksy are plotted as a line. Pellet groups were produced from combinations of 

the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID), with the in-situ (IS) and ex-situ (ESPC) methods. 

Additional groups were produced with the optimized (Opt) apparatus.  
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There are two notable trends in the GCV of the pellet groups: the increasing average 

value and the decreasing standard deviation, as plotted from left to right in Figure 55.  

The average GCV of the IS-D, IS-ID, and ISPC-D is lower than the baseline value of the 

untreated pellets from Nicksy, in which pellets were produced from bone-dry feedstock in a pre-

heated die at 280°C, for a residence time of 3 minutes. The pellets produced in this work were 

produced from material at ambient moisture content, at a temperature of 270°C and for a 

residence time of 5 minutes. Though residence time was increased from Nicksy, the biomass had 

to dry in-situ as torrefaction was taking place. It is assumed that the heat of vaporization for the 

moisture content lowered the level of torrefaction experienced by the biomass, which was already 

reduced by the lower die temperature. The ex-situ procedures; ESPC-D, ESPC-ID, and ESPC-ID 

(Opt), yielded pellet groups with an average GCV above that of untreated pellets from Nicksy. 

The un-optimized procedures; IS-D, IS-ID, ESPC-D, and ESPC-ID, each introduced additional 

steps, performed manually. Each additional step took time to complete, time that compounded to 

increase the overall residence time of the biomass at a high temperature. Also, the residue from 

the extrusion die is incorporated into the mass of the pellet produced after. The residence time of 

the pre-compression residue was limited to 10 minutes, but still experienced a higher level of 

torrefaction than the rest of the biomass in that pellet, or in the in-situ procedures. The residue 

that was torrefied longer had an increased GCV.  

It is believed that the GCV was further raised by the optimized procedures, which 

increased the inverted die temperature to 280°C and the residence time to 10 minutes, to ensure a 

high level of torrefaction took place. This, combined with the additional time required to clamp 

and unclamp the die, further increased the average GCV of the ESPC-ID (Opt) sample to 22.04 

MJ/kg (db) with a standard deviation of 0.14 MJ/kg (db).  
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The second trend apparent on the plot of GCV is the lower standard deviation in the 

sample groups as the procedure changes from the IS-D samples to the ESPC-ID (Opt) samples. 

The reason for this is unclear, though the samples size was only three pellets per process. Larger 

sample groups could be collected in future work to determine if this trend is significant.  

 

4.3 Cause of Seizing in the Inverted Die  

The inverted die sustained damage through the development of the pelletizing 

procedures. The damage prevented further experimentation with the modified, repeatable inverted 

die and the sample groups had to be collected without the use of a die spring. The repeatability of 

the process had to be performed by hand. The damage was caused by two factors: the surface 

roughness on the interior of the die, and the change in the position of the setscrews holding the 

trough and channel in the collar.  

4.3.1 Surface Roughness 

Several grooves were observed on the interior surface of the trough, passing radially 

around the die. These groves had been present since the die was machined. Since the inverted die 

was manufactured to be a temporary prototype, the grooves were not seen as a significant issue 

and the engineered coating was not applied to smooth and harden the surface. 

Damage was sustained by the punch when biomass residue and particles built up in the 

grooves from manufacturing, and other surface imperfections. The punch was machined to a 

0.127 mm clearance with the channel. With this close tolerance, the residue and particles that 

built up on the surface caused wear to the leading edge of the punch as it passed, bending it 

inwards. The damage to the punch increased the occurrence of pellet splitting upon removal 
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because the inwards bending hooked into the pellet sphere, holding in the die. The inwards bend 

also increased the occurrence of flashing around the punch because the leading edge no longer 

had a tight fit to the die surface.  

If the engineered coating had been applied to the interior surface of the inverted die, it 

would likely have filled in the imperfections, smoothing the surface and allowing residue from 

pelletizing to act as a lubricant instead of causing damage. Also, had the coating been applied, the 

hardened punch surface would have sustained less damage.   

4.3.2 Setscrews Causing Misalignment 

The offset die and the first design of the inverted die held the channel and the trough 

together inside the collar using four setscrews. When the die was prepared, the punch was 

partially inserted into the die to ensure the channel and trough were aligned and the punch had a 

running fit between the two. The setscrews on the offset die were positioned such that they 

applied force perpendicularly to the plane at which the two halves of the die meet. In this 

position, there is no component of the force acting parallel to the plane and the die halves remain 

in alignment when they are tightened. The lower setscrews were also positioned to apply force at 

the bottom of the die, in the area where the pellet forms. These setscrews made sure that the die 

halves remained secure during the compression.  

When the inverted die was designed, the collar was separated and the upper portion 

incorporated into the cap. The matching chamfer around the top of the die and on the interior of 

the cap was meant to hold the two halves of the die together under compression in place of a 

setscrew acting near the final volume of the pellet. Four setscrews remained in the collar but held 

the die further from the pelletizing location.  
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Figure 56 – The location of each setscrew holding the channel and trough in the collar of the 

offset die, the inverted die, and the inverted die modified to support a die spring. 

 

When the inverted die was modified to include a die spring, four setscrews replaced the 

two upper setscrews in the collar. Four setscrews were used to better support the shoulder upon 

which the force of the die spring acted. To space four setscrews around the collar, they were 

rotated so that the each acted at an angle of 45° to the plane between the channel and trough. By 

rotating the four setscrews, none would be acting on the edge where the die halves meet. 

However, when the setscrews were rotated and the force applied at 45°, a component of the force 

acted parallel to the plane. When the setscrews were tightened similar to the offset die, any 

imbalance in the force applied to either half of the die would cause the channel or trough to shift 
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out of alignment with the other half. This was not possible with the offset die because no portion 

of the force acted parallel to the plane so the dies could not shift regardless of force imbalances.  

When the channel and trough shifted out of alignment under imbalanced forces applied 

by setscrews, the punch was pinched between them, causing galling damage on the inside wall of 

the channel and the surface of the trough on the opposite side.  

 

Figure 57 – The location of damage sustained from the misaligned die halves causing seizing 

in the repeatable, inverted die 

 

4.3.3 Setscrews Causing Separation  

The setscrews of the inverted die also incurred damage on the cap. The setscrews were 

positioned further away from the final pellet volume in the inverted die, and the cap was meant to 

hold the die halves together when the compressive force was applied to the matching chamfers on 

the cap and the top edge of the die.  

When the die was assembled, the cap had a good fit and could be placed on the die or 

removed easily. The cap fit became tight when the die was heated, and significant force was 

required to remove or replace upon the die. Inspection of the inside surface of the cap showed two 

areas of damage opposite from each other across the cap. Two lines of surface damage extended 
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from the below the chamfer to the base of the cap. The position of the lines indicated that the two 

halves of the die had separated from each other and caught the surrounding cap between them in a 

friction fit.  

 

Figure 58 – The location of damage caused by die separation in the top of the channel and 

trough. 

 

The cause of the channel and the trough separating when heated is believed to be the low 

position of the setscrews. The channel and the trough extend out of the collar, so the setscrews 

were positioned several inches below the top of the die. When the die was heated, it is believed 

that a small expansion of the steel occurred. With no setscrews or compressive force in the cap 

holding the top of the die together, and with the lower part of the die held by the setscrews, the 

top of the die pulled apart.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Q’ Pellets Produced from Ex-Situ Torrefaction without Intercooling 

To produce Q’ Pellets in a continuous process, suitable for scaling to a proof of concept 

prototype, material should ideally be transported from a torrefaction stage to a compression stage 

without being cooled. This eliminates the time needed to reheat the material in-situ, to a 

temperature suitable for compressing a Q’ Pellet. Pelletization without intercooling was 

demonstrated using an extrusion die to torrefy and pre-compress material into cylindrical charges. 

The charges were extruded directly into the pelletizing die to maintain the temperature and the 

isolation from oxygen.  

The pelletizing die was modified from the offset die used in previous work on Q’ Pellets. 

The new die was inverted to compress the punch upwards into the die. The die was also separated 

into a cap, which was removable for loading material and ejecting the formed pellet.  The die 

action was made repeatable using a die spring and ejection pin, though difficulties maintaining a 

high temperature and seizing issues in the die meant that the repeatable steps were performed by 

hand in later experimentation.  

Together, the extrusion die and the inverted die torrefied material ex-situ and pelletized it 

in a continuous process. Pellets produced in the ESPC-ID (Opt) sample group compared well 

with Q’ Pellets produced by Nicksy, indicating that the pre-compression method is suitable for 

scaling up into a proof of concept prototype.  
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5.2 Benefits of the Pre-compression Method 

There are additional benefits to pre-compressing and transporting densified material, 

aside from the ability to prevent arching during the loading of the pelletizing die 

Densified charges of biomass can be produced from methods used currently in industry. 

An extrusion mill is one possible method, though others are available. As an early experiment 

(Section 3.3.2), showed that white pellets can be torrefied after extrusion and compressed into a 

Q’ Pellet as a post-treatment.  

The cylindrical, pre-compressed charges can be transported in a vibrating channel. In a 

channel, the cylinders aligned in the direction of travel and ordered themselves into single line, 

easily loaded into the next stage.  

Transporting biomass as densified cylinders has additional safety benefits. Loose biomass 

produces fines, an explosion hazard. Torrefied material is even more dangerous as it has a higher 

rate of combustion than untorrefied biomass. By compressing it into cylinders for transport, fines 

are held by the other particles and less easily dispersed. 

Combustion occurs when high temperature biomass is exposed to oxygen. When loose 

torrefied biomass was spilled, it would begin to smolder immediately as combustion began. When 

pre-compressed material was spilled, it took several minutes to combust, though the actual time 

was not measured. The comparatively low surface area of the compressed particles reduced the 

exposure to oxygen. The slower rate of combustion allowed for torrefied cylinders spilled from 

the experiments to be contained or smothered until they cooled. 
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Chapter 6 

Recommendations for Future Work  

 

6.1 Recurring Issues Observed in Pelletizing Dies   

The inverted die experienced recurring issues during the development of the experimental 

methods, in which a pellet could not be produced. The main causes of this were: insufficient 

temperature, surface roughness, misaligned die causing the punch to seize, and an unsupported 

die separating during heating.  

Maintaining a consistent temperature in the die was the main cause of unsuccessful 

pelletizing throughout all of the experimental methods. The enclosure around the rotary prototype 

(Section 3.1.4) was intended to be heated, ensuring that the entire mechanism within was at a 

high temperature. Due to other complications suspending further work on the device, the 

enclosure was never equipped to be heated (one of the four reasons why the system was 

unsuccessful) but the same concept should be incorporated into the redesign of the prototype. The 

experimental apparatus’ were heated using electrical resistance heating tapes and insulation 

because the procedure required the steps to be performed by hand, so a heated enclosure was not 

possible. The heating tapes produced an inconsistent temperature, which tended to fluctuate as 

steps were performed on the dies. The dies often had to be reheated after a pelletizing run. With 

the ex-situ method of pelletizing developed herein, a repeatable prototype could be constructed 

which does not require steps to be performed by the operator. In this case, the space around the 

apparatus should be heated to ensure a consistent temperature through the mechanism, regardless 

of the steps being performed upon it.  
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The rough surface of the die cavity contributed to the die experiencing damage. Scoring 

in the trough left by manufacturing allowed residue to build up and cause wear to the punch 

instead of acting as a lubricant. Higher quality manufacturing could produce a much smoother 

surface.  Alternately, or in addition, applying the NEDOX engineered coating would fill the voids 

in the surface, smoothing it and preventing residue from sticking. The hardness of the coating 

would likely reduce wear and potential damage on the punch. The next iteration of prototype 

should apply the engineered coating to all surfaces in the die cavity. 

The use of a cylindrical collar and setscrews caused damage to the die, as the channel and 

trough would slip as the screws were tightened. When the two halves of the die were not in 

alignment, the punch would seize between them as it was compressed. The use of a collar to 

support the die halves should be avoided in the next iteration of die.   

The cap of the inverted die extended over the channel and trough of the die, resting on the 

collar. This was done to ensure a tight fit between the three parts of the die. When the die halves 

separated, pulling apart at the top, the cap became lodged between them and was extremely 

difficult to remove. This could be resolved through two changes in a future die. First, the cap 

should not extend beyond the top of the channel and trough. This would avoid the risk of the cap 

becoming lodged, while making it easier to place on the die for compression. Secondly, the 

channel and trough should be fully supported near the top of the die where the pellet is formed.  

 

6.2 Loading by Direct Extrusion or Transport  

The pre-compressed material could enter the die in one of two ways: directly from 

extrusion, or by transport between stages. In the ex-situ procedure, the biomass was extruded 

directly into the pelletizing die to avoid contact with oxygen. This method of loading the 
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pelletizing die was effective, but limits the rate of pelletization to the rate of extrusion as the die 

is only loaded after sufficient material has been extruded.  

In an early experiment with transporting torrefied cylindrical pellets, the pellets were 

dropped onto a vibrating chute and traveled 609.6 mm to drop into the pelletizing die. In this 

method, white pellets were torrefied as a batch and the die immediately filled with as much 

material as was needed. If more dies had been available, the batch torrefied white pellets could 

have filled several at the same time. In this way, the rate of pelletization, not extrusion would be 

the limiting factor.  

Though a method of extruding material directly into a die would limit pelletization to the 

rate of material extruded, there is a benefit. The transport of pre-compressed charges risks 

spillage or a single misaligned charge blocking the die cavity and preventing loading of later 

charges. Loading directly into the die by extrusion limits these risks in transport.   

Another future design choice to be made concerns the order of torrefaction and pre-

compression. Material has been pre-compressed as white pellets and then torrefied for transport, 

and been torrefied as loose biomass and then extruded for transport. Both methods have 

demonstrated the ability to transport material for pelletization, but the latter option is preferable. 

When white pellets are torrefied, the residence time must be increased to allow the pellet centers 

to heat by thermal conductivity. This likely results in an uneven level of torrefaction across the 

pellet, as the surface remains at a high temperature longer than the pellet centers, which heat more 

slowly. When loose biomass is torrefied, the surface of each particle is exposed to a high 

temperature and torrefaction occurs more rapidly and evenly, resulting in a better Q’ Pellet upon 

pelletization.  
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6.3 Ejection Mechanism 

The ejection method used in the inverted die successfully removed formed pellets. The 

ejection mechanism was successful because it did not apply force to both hemispheres to remove 

the pellet: it did not pull on the top of the pellet while the bottom of the pellet was still in the die. 

Instead, the pellet was always pushed out of the die, from the same side as it was being held, 

similar to molded polymer parts in plastic injection molding. When the punch was over-pressed it 

pushed the pellet out of the channel, both of which contacted the bottom hemisphere of the pellet. 

Then, the cap was removed by holding the pellet with the ejection pin and retracting the cap; 

effectively pushing the top hemisphere out of the cap. Finally, when the punch was retracted, the 

pellet was pushed off as it passed the top of the channel. Again, both the punch and the channel 

acted on the bottom hemisphere to remove the pellet. In this way, ejection forces never acted on 

opposite sides of the equatorial plane and avoided the risk of pellet splitting.  

The ejection mechanism was used successfully in the inverted die and should be 

replicated in the next iteration of prototype, with the addition of springs to extend the ejection pin 

when the cap is fully removed from the die at the end of compression.  

 

6.4 One Possible Design for a Stamping, Multi-Cavity Die 

Pellet production in the inverted die has been limited to a single pellet per compression 

cycle in previous work. A multi-cavity die should be manufactured to demonstrate the scalability 

of the inverted die design. This next iteration of die should take into consideration the recurring 

issues observed in the inverted die, to avoid similar difficulties in future work.  
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Figure 59 – A multi-cavity reciprocating die based on the inverted die concept, designed to 

avoid the seizing issues previously experienced. The channel and trough are milled into 

opposing plates and the die runs on two upright guiding posts 
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Figure 60 - The opposing plates of the multi-cavity die with the milled channels and troughs 

held together directly with countersunk hex-cap screws. The caps, dies, and punches run on 

two vertical support rods at either ends. 

 

 

The multi-cavity die shown here incorporates the recommended changes from the 

inverted die. The channel and trough are not individually supported by a collar or set screws. 

Instead, the die is milled into two opposing plates which are held together directly by hex-cap 

screws. The screws will not allow the plates to slip out of alignment, ensuring that seizing of the 

punch will not occur. 

In a full design for production, the channel and trough would likely be combined into a 

single piece of steel with the die cavity machined through it. For the next phase of research into 

the re-development of a prototype machine, the channel and trough die halves should be 

maintained as the multi-cavity plates of Figure 61, or similar. The length of any production runs 
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in the prototype would be limited, so the strength and durability given by a solid die cavity would 

not be necessary. Maintaining the die halves gives ease of manufacturing, assembly, and 

replacement of parts as needed.     

 

Figure 61 – Three channel cavities are milled into a single plate. Each cavity is supported by 

four countersunk hex-cap screws, which hold the plate in alignment with the opposing 

trough. 

 

 

The tops of the plates are sunk around the die to form a chamfer which mates with the 

caps. The plate is sunk no further to ensure that the top of the die is well supported and no 

separation of the plates can occur. The recessed surface also prevents spilled material from being 

compressed between surfaces during die action, similar to the wedges formed in the rotary 

prototype machine that caused the forming wheels to jam.  
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Figure 62 - The fit of the cap plate over the recessed die prevents spills from being 

compression between surfaces. 

 

The caps have no part in supporting the channel and trough. The upper hemispheres of 

the dies are cut into a single plate. A chamfer is placed around each hemisphere to mate with the 

one around the top of each die cavity. The chamfers ensure the alignment of the caps as the die is 

compressed, but have no role in holding the channel and trough together. Ejection pins protrude 

through the cap plate to act in a similar way as the ejection pin in the inverted die.  

Two upright posts hold the die together and restrict it to vertical motion. The posts should 

allow the plates a running fit so they can slide easily. Die springs could be incorporated around 

the posts, between the plates to make the die repeatable, similar to the die spring incorporated into 

the inverted die.  

Pre-compressed material should be loaded into the dies with the caps retracted. Then, a 

compressive force should be applied to the caps to push them down to contact the die with the 
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mating chamfers. The compressive force would continue, pushing the die down over the punches 

until the Q’ Pellets are formed. The compression would then release and die springs would return 

the dies to the original height, retracting the punches from the cavities as the caps are raised. 

When the caps are fully retracted, the ejection pins should engage, extending into the cavities and 

pushing the pellets out of the hemispheres.    

 

 

Figure 63 – The compression of Q’ Pellets in the multi-cavity die, with the loaded pre-

compressed charges (A) and the formed pellets (B) prior to ejection. 

 

The interior of the die surfaces should have the NEDOX engineered coating applied to 

smooth and lubricate the running surfaces, and prevent damage. 
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6.5 Prototype Redesign and Assessment 

The rotary prototype mechanism originally constructed to demonstrate the continuous 

production of Q’ Pellets, was unsuccessful for four reasons: heat loss, material spills, inconsistent 

loading of the die cavities, and pellet splitting across an equatorial plane following the first 

compression. While the prototype was unsuccessful, a great deal was learned about how material 

should be handled in a continuous process, and areas of future work were identified: design a 

repeatable die to ‘curl’ the biomass in a single compression, and develop a method for high 

temperature transport between the torrefaction and pelletizing stages. The inverted die and the 

pre-compression methods resolved these outstanding issues in the prototype mechanism, and 

should now be scaled up and integrated into the prototype.  

The torrefying reactor, the supporting frame, and the electronics of the rotary prototype 

were exceptionally well made, and could continue to be used in a future prototype. The rotary 

compression stages were the unsuccessful parts of the machine. These parts should be removed 

and replaced by a pre-compression stage and a reciprocating, pelletizing stage informed by the 

work herein. This redesigned prototype, supported by the results of the ESPC-ID (Opt) sample 

group, is expected to produce Q’ Pellets continuously, and demonstrate the proof of the concept.  

With the prototype redesigned, two questions should form the next stage of research on 

the Q’ Pellet: how much energy is actually used, and how can the mechanism be scaled to 

produce Q’ Pellets at a commercially competitive rate. The energy and mass flows through the 

prototype should be predicted analytically and experimentally measured. This data should be used 

to identify areas of improvement in the process, as the energy used to make each pellet should be 

minimized. The total electricity drawn by the machine, the heating value of the VOCs produced 

in the torrefier, the work performed in the pre-compression stage and the pelletizing compression 
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stage, and the energy needed for heating the enclosure are the key areas to quantify in the next 

phase of research.  

The work herein experimentally showed that pre-compressed material torrefied ex-situ can 

form Q’ Pellets comparable to those produced in-situ. The experimental apparatus was sufficient 

to demonstrate the method, but was conducted in steps performed by the author. The redesigned 

prototype would be a fully automated process, in which the operator does not aid the flows of 

material. From the design of the final stages of the new prototype, strategies can be proposed to 

increase the size of the continuous mechanism to commercial production scale. These strategies 

should increase the pellets yielded per pelletizing compression, and increase the frequency of the 

compressions.   
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Appendix A 

Data Collected From Q’ Pellet Sample Groups 

 

Table 14 – The results of ultimate analysis performed on two control samples of raw, hybrid 

poplar feedstock, and compared to feedstock from Nicksy on an as received and total dry 

basis [38]. 

 

 

Table 15 – The average results of ultimate analysis performed on pellets produced in 

Nicksy, shown on an as received and total dry basis [38].  
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Table 16 - The results of ultimate and short proximate analysis performed on each pellet 

sample group, reported on an as received and total dry basis. Sample groups were produced 

from the inverted die (ID) and offset die (D) with in-situ (IS) or ex-situ (ES) torrefaction 

with a pre-compression stage (PC).  
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Table 17 –Ultimate and short proximate analysis results for pellet groups produced in the 

optimized (Opt) methods, reported on an as received and dry basis. Sample groups were 

produced using the inverted die (ID) with in-situ (IS) or ex-situ (ES) torrefaction and pre-

compression (PC).  
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Table 18 – The changing mass of each pellet through the pelletizing process, with the 

average and standard deviation calculated for each sample group. The sample groups use 

combinations of the offset die (D) and the inverted die (ID) with in-situ (IS) and ex-situ 

(ESPC) torrefaction methods. Additional optimized (Opt) procedures were also conducted.  

 


